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weather with
warmer temperature
is the prediction for
tonight and Thursday.
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NOBODY could
kick
on tfie kind of weui"-e- r
that prcval led iu
Las Yc.i'iis today.
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, WEDNESDAY,
ed for London today to report in per
son regarding the Mexican situation
to Sir Edward Grey, the British for
He said he would
eign secretary.
spend only a few days in London and
then return to Mexico City.
The minister commended the atti(Of

THIS

COUNTRY

SHOULD AVENGE DEATH
W. S. BENTON

OF.

-

nt

Asks for Vergara Slayers
Dallas, Tex., March 4. Governor O.
B. Colquitt of Texas, who was here
today, announced he has wired the
Mexican federal authorities in Nuevo
Laredo; state of Mexico, for the extradition of Apolonio Rodriguez and
the five) Mexicans charged Jointly with
him with .the kidnaping of Clements
Vergara, an American citizen, t The
requisitioir is based on a charge of
horse theft, Vergara afterwards was
killed.

.

Governor Colquitt, discussing his
action, said:
"I have just begun my fight to uphold the rights of the citizens of Texas; 'i To say I am going the limit to
protect the Americans in Texas from
any harm from foreign invasion but
".
mildly expresses it."
Since the disappearance of Vergara,
which took place several weeks ago.
it is pointed out, official consular and
state reports have declared the Mexican federals executed the missing
'

Investigation Still Delayed
El Paso, Tex., Maicn 4 It is now
four days since the commission appointed to investigate the killing of
William S. Benton was halted by rebel
orders, and the members today were
without further Instructions. What
these will be is said to depend on negotiations now being carried on between Washington and Carranza.
Charles A, C Perceval, of the British consular service, who has been
evidence in the Benton
gathering
case, has accumulated a mass of testimony, but none of it dealing with
(Benton's death is of a direct nature.
Carden Opposes Intervention
New York, March 4 Sir Lionel Garden, British, minister to Mexico, sail- -

of Mary Garden, prnna donna of the
Grand
Philadelphia and Chicago
Opera company, who has been suffer-

ing with grip and laryngitis since Fri
day, was uneh 'iiged today. She still
remained abed ia her hotel A slight
fever which developed yesterday continued today. Sfiss Garden's mother
said the singeVhad been forced to
cancel engagements in Cleveland and
Dallas, hut hoped to join the company
in Los Angeles, leaving here Friday.
Of this, however, they were not sure.
It all depended on her health.
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blance of peace.
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Naval Battle Begins
Noxalos,
Sonora, March 4. The exIT
CO
ACT OR
LETJNGLAND
pected naval battle the first in the
history of Mexican civil warfare beTHAT tween the rebel
OPINION
IS EXPRESSED
gunboat Tampico and
the federal warships Morelos and
UNITED STATES SHOULD
Gmerrero, began at Topolobampo to
WAIT "NO LONGER
day. It was reported here that the
Tampico remained inside the harbor
IS OPPOSED of Topolobampo
INTERVENTION
while exchanging
shots with the Morelos and Guerrero,
which were some distance out in the
SIR LIONEL CARDEN SAYS IT Giflf of
California.
WOULD BE CRITICALLY
SERIOUS MOVE
New Paper Suppressed
London, March 4. The Mexican sit
uation and Sir Edward Grey's pronouncement of the views of the Brit
ish government in regard to the in- vestigation into the death of William
S. Benton are the subject of much
comment in today's newspapers. The
Tail Mall Gazette says:
"The restrained language in which
Sir Edward Grey referred to the Mexican murder will have the approval of
all Englishmen. But it will not disguise the depth of their feeling.
"Every reason of moral and international right requires of the United
States that the punishment of Bert
ton's murder shall be undertaken
without delay. At the present moment civilization stands flouted and
Great Britain outraged."
The Globe says:
"Sir Edward Grey said much to emphasize the gravity of recent events
and very little to relieve the disquiet
which those events have inevitably
The public opinion of this
provoked.
country will take no consideration of
the embarrassment of president Wilson and hia inadequate excuse for acquiescing in such, deeds of which
Pancho Vila, with, the. approval of
Venustiano Carranza, has been guilty.
What the United States has done is
merely to allowl (civil war to
persist, but to foment it by allowing
arms and ammunition to be supplied
to the belligerents.
"The United States is bound to exert that predominant and exclusive influence which it claims for putting an
end to things which have become a
danger not merely to the United
States
itself, but to the civilized
world."

IS

COWARD

restored to some semIntervention of any PROSECUTOR MALATO,
sort, he 'thought, would be "a dreadMENT, GRILLS ELLIS,
fully serious, move."
country

SAY

MARY GARDEN IS ILL
New York, March 4. The condition

CALLED VILE

the administration toward
Mexico and expressed the belief that
Huerta would retire as soon as the
tude

AMERICA
THEY

ACCUSED IIA

Vera Cruz, March 4. The government authorities today suppressed a
new paper, El Monit.euruj, and arrested the entire staff of six editors, who
were confined to the fortress of San
Juan de Uloa. They were charged
with circulating false news, calculated
to excite popular animosity against
I
the United States.
"England Can't Intervene

San Antonio, Tex., March 4. Admiral Sir Christopher Craddock
of
the British navy, who slopped today
enroute from Austin to Galveston.
made the declaration "England can
not intervene in Mexico." He declin
ed to make further comment ou the
Mexican situation.

PHILLIPS IS NOMINATED
Washington, 'March 4. William
Phillips of Boston was nominated today by President Wilson to be third
assistant secretary of state.

NEW

fJEMO

1

ElEN ARE

THE LIMELIGHT

SENATOR FALL AND BOAZ LONG
ACTIVE IN MEXICO IN.
VESTIGATION

Washington, March

4.

Pedro

Mel

Vilar and Cecelio Ocon, who said they
represented Felix Diaz, talked in pri

vate with the senate foreign relations
committee today about the Mexican
situation. It was learned afterwards
that they told the senators Felix Diaz
was thinking of some military activity
in Mexico and they wanted to know
Iwhat would be the position of the
United States toward recognizing Diaz
if he should start a revolution. The
senators toldi them the United States
would give no assurances whatever
to any prospective revolution.
The Mexicans were taken before
the committee by Senator Fall. The
committee also heard Boaz W. Long,
chief of the bureau, of
affairs of the; state department, who
brought many communications of the
department regarding Mexico.
"We feel that the entire" matter
should be , withheld from publication,"
said Senator Snively- - "We .wish to
(information of
get all the first-hanMexican conditions that we can. The
only thing we can say is that we are
inquiring into the actual conditions
existing in Mexico' and that further
meetings of the committee probably
will be held to continue the inquiry."
Latin-America- n
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TWENTY-ON-

TOWNS VOTE
LIQUOR QUESTION; ONE
REMAINS DRY

ON

Montpelier, Vt, March 4. Returns
from yesterday's election in Vermont
were complete today except for a few
small towns. The referendum, calling
for an expression of opinion on the

SHOWED

WITH

MURDER

HISWIFE

NO

IEECY

ALLOWED

HER TO DIE WITHOUT
HER EVEN A
OFERINQ
GLASS OF WATER ,

ASKS

DEATH

FOR

PENALTY

LAWYER SAYS THAT ALONE WILL
ATONE FOR CINCINNATI
MAN'S CRIME
Chicago, March 4. ."A vile coward
who killed his wife and made his

children motherless and' then attempt
ed to blacken her character to save
his wretched life."
As prosecutor Malato uttered these
words of denunciation
of William
Cheney Ellis, Cincinnati leather mer
chant, On trial' for the murder of his
wife, in his opening argument to the
jury today, Ellis swayed in his chair
and had to be supported.
"Look
exclaimed Malato.
long,"
"Ellis gets a glass of water and has
some one to lift him up, but he gave
his wife no water while she lay on
the floor shot four times and with her
throat gashed. If he is given the
death penalty at your hands he will
have a chance to make his peace with
Almighty God. He gave his wife
none."
Malato attacked unsparingly both
Ellis and F. Cauldwell of Brant Ford,
Ontario, alleged by Ellis to be "the
man in the case."
"Cauldwell lives out of the
of this court," Malato continued, "and could not be compelled to
eome here to testify. We have begged
him in the name of humanity and in
the name of the little children made
motherless by this tragedy to come
here and speak, but he has refused.
There are no adjectives to describe
the kind of a coward Ellis is."
Under fir'e of the prosedutor's invectives Ellis turned pale, but the
attack only grew more bitter. Malato
insisted that nothing but the death
penalty could be imposed on & man
who had killed his wife in the manner
in which Ellis did.
Cauldwell Denies Story
Fred G. Cauldwell
of Brantford,
Ont., Canada, according to a telegram
received here today, declared that it
was an outrage that his name had
been brought into the case of William
C Ellis, on trial for the murder of
Mrs. Ellis in a Chicago hotel. He
said that he had never spoken to Mrs.
Ellis except when she was with her
husband or daughter. Cauldwell said
that h 'had "received - the telegram
signed ;Bi: 'W. 'EiliS; but that he did not
believe it was from Mrs. Ellis.
"Ellis is libelling the woman In an
attempt to save his own neck. It is
the act of a despicable coward," said
Cauldwell.
"I met Mrs. Ellis, Ellis
and their daughter, Violet, last fall at
Georgian Bay, where I was spending
my vacation.
By accident we were
assigned to the same hotel table and
Ellis introduced himself to me and
I met the family.
I did not cultivate
them, as Ellis- was' disagreeable to
me on account of his extreme ner
vousness.
"All Mrs.' Ellis seemed to think of
was the health of her husband and
the comfort of her children. They
would go for long walks together,
sometimes just Ellis and Mrs. Elite,
but generally the three of them, I
never saw Mrs. Ellis except at the
table at which we had our meals.
"I don't believe the telegram sent
by R. H. Ellis, which I received, was
sent by Mrs. Ellis. I cant understand
no circumstances under which she
would send a telegram to me. My
friends have not lost confidence in
me on account of Ellis' cowardly at
tempt to drag me into this case."
juris--dictio- n

.
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question of establishing a primary
system, showed a larger vote for a
direct primary for all state and county officials and congressmen than lor
a preferential primary.
A GRATEFUL CONGRESS
The only change on the liquor quesWashington, March 4. A bill for
tion in the cities was the shift of the thanks of congress to Colonel
Montpelier from no license to license, Geortje-W- .
Goethals and to authorize
leaving Barre as the only no license the president to appoint hi in a major
towns voted for
city. Twenty-onceneral in the army, was introduced
today by Senator Lod;;e.
e
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HE MAY BE RETAINED AS HEAD
OF THE GEORGE JUNIOR
REPUBLIC
New York, March 4. The question
whether William R. George, founder
of the George Junior Republic, and a
director of the NationalAssociation of
Junior Republics, is to be allowed to
continue his connection with the asso-

ciation has not been settled by the
verdict handed down last night by the
informal court which reviewed certain
evidence against him on charges of
misconduct. The verdict ia construed
in widely different ways by the
and the
factions
in the two organizations, Mr. George's
friends view It in larga measure favorable to him, while his enemies hold
the contrary.
On the first charge against
Mr.
George, known as the Whitmore accusation, the court found that the evidence offered was not worthy of credence.
The Whitmore girl declared
Mr. George was 'the father of
her
child.
On the other two accusations,
known as the Temple and the Klemm
charges, the court tound that Mr.
George wa3 guilty of wilful misconduct. His action, it wo a declared, was
deliberate and in the highest decree
improper, but was without criminal intent. The Temple girl declared Mr.
G corse had made a physical examination of her. such as ony a physician
hould have made. The Klennu tdrl
;,id Mr, George had tried to corrupt
pro-Geor-

anti-Geor-

--

-

.
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GEORGE HAY NOT
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FEARS SERIOUS

.

the judiciary committee the high cost
of living was caused by foreign indus
trial concerns.
Rules committee continued bearing
testimony on the proposed investiga
tion of the Chicago, Duluth and Minneapolis grain exchanges. '
Foreign affairs committee arranged
to hear Secretary Bryan, tomorrow on
.
the Mexican situation
Insular committee considered new
legislation for the government of
Porto Rico.
Lands committee considered new
laws for leasing the public domain.'".

I?

feoria, m., jviarcn 4. inere was
much argument today at the aunual
convention of the Twelfth district of
the United Mine Workers of America
over the resolution to submit to a re
U
ferendum vote the proposition to loan
the International committee $130,000
to carry on the strike in Colorado.
Duncan McDonald,
secretary and
treasurer of the United Mine Workers
THINKS
RIOT WILL RESULT , IF of
Illinois, spoko in opposition to the COMMERCIAL CLUB AND Y. M. C,
"MOTHER" JONES IS BROUGHT
loan.
A. MAKE FORMAL OFFER OF
"I see President Tope's name is
TO COURT
MONTEZUMA
signed to the resolution," McDonald
declared. "If he and this convention
HE MUST SEOW CAUSE WHY see fit to deplete the treasury of this location
.district with a strike possible here,
7
then I say:. 'I wish you to relieve me
MAJOR BOUGHTON GIVEN UNTIL
LAS VEGAS' MERITS f ROM
CU.
of the responsibility of trying Jx,-wiTHIS AFJERNOON TO PRO- ''
MATIC STANDPO'N r ARE:
a strike without auy funds'."
DUCE AFFIDAVITS
SET FORTH
It was not considered probable that
any action would be taken today.

SENIOR
O'SHAUGHNESSY
DEAD
New York, Marh 4. Colonel James
O'Shaughnessy, 'Jalaefc vt Nelson
O'Shaughnessy, charge d'affaires for
the United States
Mexico City, died
here today. H hi K been critically
ill for 'several
suffered
a relapse ironi an. iittack of pneu- TEINIDAD
FEOMISE
MINERS
monia, He was 71 wars old. When
notified of his fatlfVs first illness,
THEY SAY THEY WILL CAUSE NO
made plans' to
Charge Q'Shaughnes
DISTURBANCE IF WOMAN IS
come 'to New Yor! (but the tense
.
..- . i
..
ALLOWED TO TESTIFY
Mexican situation lit irvened ani he
was1 forced to remaiutih Mexico City.
Trinidad, Colo, March 4. After one
TO DEVELOP ALASKA
hour of heated debate between Judge
Washington, March
Early actlcr. Advocate Major E. J. Boughtcn, rep
on the administration
ill for the de
resenting the military authorities and
velopment of Alaska's coal resources Attorney Horace N. Hawkins, reprewas forecasted today when the house
senting the United' Mine Workers of
public lands comnultee,;submiued the America, in the district court this
measure with a favora'ilo report. A morning,
Judge A. W. McIIendrie alcommittee amendment would limit lowed the judge advocate until 3 o'rights under proposed i'eases to min- clock this afternoon to present affiSurface rights davits in court
ing only, reserving.-alshowing cause why
to the government,
(I
"Mother" Jones should not bo produced' in court in response to the return, in habeas corpus' arguments on
which are scheduled lor today.
TODAY IN CONGRESS.
At the opening of court Major
Boughton declared that the produc,
ing of the woman strike leader in
conditions
Washington, March 4- .- Senate: Met court under the present
would precipitate a possible outbreak
Foreign ' relations. cO'umiUee dis or trouble and that it would be a dancussed the Mexican isitiii.lion.
gerous procedure. Attorney Hawkins
Arrangements were .nue . tor 8 took. Issue and contended that the.
joint session tomorrow tcl Jjar Presi unionists would guarantee that there
dent Wilson read his5mi' ;; advo would be no disorder. The affidavits
ex- - which
catingrepeal of the i
Major Houghton will present,
emption. r'"
.'...
it, is.
fr;ojr.GoviirHouse: Met at noon.
nor E. M. Amnions and Brigadier
Horace Stern of Philadelphia told General John Chase.

.Wt

111Pfmrj:

Loan Opposed

Colorado

MILITIA

Regarding Juries

Walsenburg, Colo., March 4. More
evidence regarding the methods of selecting juries in Huerfano county was
at the congressional strike
produced
investigation today. T. M. Hudson,
clerk of the district court, was questioned by Representative Evans, and
testified from the records in his office. He said that in February, l'J13,
the old list of jurors was destroyed
by order of Judge A. W. McHendrie
and a new list of 300 names was certified by the county commissioners.
Of the 300 names 185 had been on
th old list, he declared.
TnesAmericans numbered ,3 Hfi, Mexicans
and negroes 4. There were,
43 deputy sheriffs In the list. The
clerk swork that in the last ten years
20 jury lishad been certified.
Of
the names oa, the new list 135 have
been on each rjf the last four lists.
Laveta Tragedy DlscusgeJ f .
Cross examination; oJ;H.udson,1ledi.to
a question regarding the Laveta tragedy of November 8. E. P. Costigan
protested, stating that the miners
would obpect to the taking of
on that subject ittrftil the committee had decided Juskhw far it
would go into the investigMioiKof the
Laveta shooting and thff Seventh
street fight of October 24. For two
hours, before the committee finally
got started at 10:30 o'clock, the attorneys had tried in vain to reach an
agreement, on the request of the committee to eliminate or limit the
on the shooting. A stipulation including only the bare facts of
each case was proposed but rejected.
The Laveta shooting resulted in the
deaths of Luke Terry, chauffeur; W.
H. Whittier, II.. P. Bryan and R. G.
Adams, mine guards. In the affray
on Seventh street, Walsenburg, three
strikers, Kris Kokich, Andy Auvinen
and Cistro Crocl, were killed.
.It was announced by Chairman.
Foster that the committee would decide later in the day whether or not
to hear evidence on the killings.
The committee decided to admit as
evidence the stenographic report of
what purported to be a speech by
"Mother" Jones December IS at Trinidad. Antonio Cuneo testified for the
strikers regarding alleged interference wiili the mails.
Several other witnesses testified on
bcluslf of the ftrtlier relative to
Interference with, mails.
y
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HONOR FOR GOETHALS
New York,- March 4. In recognition

STATISTICS

TEMPERATURES, ALTITUDE AND HUIVVDITY ARE

of his work as chief engineer in the
construction of the Panama canal
Colonel George W. Goethals will re
ceive this evening at Carnegie hall
the Civic Forum mniial of honor. It
will be the first "time the medal has
been bestowed
serv
ice. John H. Finley, state commissioner of education, is to lie chairman
and also will read the speech, of presentation prepared by Joseph' II.
Choate, who will be unable to attend,
owing to illness.

RAINFALL,

ALL INCLUDED

Complete information regarding tba
Montezuma property and the terra
i"., cu
which It ili ho turned over to
the Loyal Order of the Moose for its
national sanatorium for tuberculosis
has been sent to the committee representing the order, which washer
last week on an Investigating visit.
Tlio information was prepared in answer to a list of questions left hera
MRS. WILSON INJURED
by the Moose committeemen, who afek-e- d
.Wood-ro4.
Mrs.
March
Washington,
for essential details.
Wilson was recovering today from
The report was "prepared joialy by
the shook of a fall on the White
House floor last Sunday.
She sus- the committees representing the Comtained no injuries, and expects to !e mercial club and the Y. M. O. A., tlit
owner of the hotel property. It was-up and about i na day or two.
signed only by the Y. M. C. A. committeemen, though concurred in hoai
by the Commercial club's repreSTEEL TRUST CIMEGES
sentatives.
The joint committee decldtd taar-thHAY BE CHOPPED
report should b given to impress in full, in order that tho p':-li-'
understand exactly thj tnim
might
ACCUSATIONS OF REMAT1NG ARE
of the offer mada ts) tic? Komr I
RNOT SUBSTANTIATED,
iuay'"beasnrrii84 to sorrm to rc";;
..."
"VstVthrs
;va !t "c;.:
K
obtain"
tile
property as an. expense
March. 4. In 'response
not to exceed $12,000." This fu tiic
to the senate resolution requiring the
interstate commerce commission to amount of the indebtedness of the Y
M. C. A., and at the boosters' meetinquire into the desirability of invesat the Commercial club room3 being
tigating charges by David Lamar and
fore
the arrival of the Moose commitWilliam 11. Green that the United
tee in tho city, it wa the unanimous)
SJates Steel corporation had received,
opinion that the Moose should be willduring the last six years, immense
to pay that amount for the propsums in freight rebates, the 'commission-p- ing
was declared that any other
robably
will report that tho "ne- - erty. It
would offer 'nothing1 mora
.community
cesfiity for the investigation does not
a
while Las Vejras could ofthan
site,
exist.
fer
handsome
buildings, a complete
At the conclusion of the hearing
water works, 600 acres of land, Sf
Lamar submitted what purported to
acres of which, ia being farmed; under
be an agreement between the Federal
and hot spring's of marvelSteel company and the Carnegie Steel irrigation,
ous medical value. That these aOYsjofc.
was
to
company, by which the former
ages would appear to the Moou to
pay the latter 40 cents a ton from the
be
worth the amount needc-- to paypublished rate for carrying ore rrom
the Y. M. C. A.'s JnJeUedaef 3,
the Minnesota, mines to Lake Superior off
was the opinion, expressed
by. iln;
ports. The .agreement, it was said, business men
of the city.
was made before the organization of
When tho Mooscoimaitteeinea
the steel corporation and never became
were
informed
of
amount tLelr
the
effective. Lamar declared that it
was the basis of his charge of a re- order would be asked to pay for the
bate conspiracy, and that he had no hotel, property, and conditions wer-other document to present Certified explained to them, they declared tlry
copies of entries on the books of the knew the grand lodge would be
tr.s-rSteel corporation
showing rebates, than willing to accept suchwhich were promised at yesterday's They said further that their order
in sympathy with the work of fee V.
hearing, wore not produced today.
"I feel'-sai- d
Lamar "that I have M. C. A. and would he glad to aspict
It in any way possible. The commitperformed all the duty Incumbent on
teemen also expressed the eentime&r.
me in the subject."
C. A. Severance, counsel for the of their organization as follows:
"Find the best possible site r, ad proe
Steel corporation, declined to
Lamar or Green, saying their cure it; the order has the money to
statements were not evidence. ... Other buy a site and erect the sanatoria mi
witnesses whom Lamar wished sub- without
being given to it. w
desire only'lo have the best; poseHr
poenaed, probably will not he
sanatorium located in the best possible place."
The Moose committeemen said tht-ftr
understood the situation pwfccUy .
i I Mil
Li L
were entirely satisfied w'"t "
terms. They demonstrated that i
i V I are broad gauged men, and nsart-many friends here,
Tl a coming of She 51" rc ct
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LAB VEGAS DAILY OPTIC.

u
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FOII A STATE

the legislature. Each, meeting is in
charge of the county superintendent
and its success depends entirely upo.i

and may hn the means of inspiring
mor progressive school work, especially In remote rural districts, where
pictures may bo taken later in the
year.

WEDNESDAY,

MARCH 4, 1914.

and was always seen in the
parades held by that order in Santa

G. A. R.

A FAMILY

HUES

Fe.

He leaves a widow and two adopted

him.

The .dveoitge of
buying a W ooltex
skirt just now

boiis.

CHARGE TO BE

AFTER BOOKSELLERS
Woman's Committee In Charge
OUR HOME WOMEN
7. Tins work Will be under the exSanta Fe, Mar. 2. The school text
HAIR
HAVE BEAUTIFUL
clusive direction of the executive com- book trust, if any such exists, had bet
Next time you go to the theater or
mittee of the woman's auxiliary ter watch out The committee to folto the "movies" just notica, if you
board of New Mexico's exposition low it to its lair and to scotch it has
please, how many of our home ladies
managers. The work with the public been named and Chief Clerk R. P. As- BY
PUPILS schools will be carried on through plund, of the department of education, FRANCISCO URIOS1E OF SANTA have beautiful hair glossy, lustrous,
JrlLM PRODUCTION
and
Then, if you will
FE IS HELD FOR A HORSAN
the( county members of the board; the this forenoon sent out the following
OF
Wool-te- x
OF SCHOOLS PART
pick out five or ten of those whose
exhibits of other schools and institu- circular:
RIBLE CHIME
O'.SGQ r.XHIBIT
hair eems to be particularly pretty
"At the meeting of the state board
tions may be arranged for directly
'
and ask. them what they use on it,Is hoped, of education held early in February,
4.
The
with
It
committee.
N.
March
the
Santa
.voman'i
4.
M.,
Fe,
The
March
Santa Ke,
we feel sure that at least more than
was
the
instruct
all
the
of
the
Francisco
Mexgtate
superintendent
through
shocking charge against
auxiliary committee or the New
to ed to make up two committees of Urioste, accused of killing his own half of them will say "Harmony Hair
in
the
state,
educational
forces
this
of
manager,
exposition
ico board
in picture three members of tne state board of children, is one of the most sensa Beautlfier." It is fast becoming the
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HENRY CLEWS SAYS IT IS NOT
BEING DAMAGED BY BUSINESS
DEPRESSION

is a review of the business conditions of the past week as
prepared by Henry Clews, the New
York banker.
Reactionary tendencies were prolonged through another week. The
Mexican eituatlon appears to have
been the chief depressing factor. Loyalty to the government has very properly supported the policy of "watchful waiting."' But the Benton incident has caused much suppressed feeling at home as well as in Great Britain, and the insistence of both the
British government and our own upon
having the real facts has produced a
state of high tension in public sentiment and much danger, especially
should any further events of an untoward character occur in Mexico. A
spark might easily start an outburst
either in congress or In parliament.
Another unfavorable feature was the
weakness of foreign markets and the
consequent selling of American securities. Paris was temporarily the center of weakness, and there have been
in
rumors of important difflculies
tanking circles at that point as a re
sult of having too large a portion of
their funds tied up in fixed form.
Later advices brougnt information
that the difficulties in question had
been tided over. London reflected
this weakness by showing firmer discounts; and appears to be Bomewhat
Inconvenienced by exiwssive flotations
since the opeAing of the current year.
At home the situation has also been
slightly less favorable. Current railroad earnings are anything but satisfactory, several important systems
haying made poor reports, net and
jn'oss, for the mouth r January. The
returns for February are also likely
to prove poor because of the severity
of the winter. On tne Pacific coast
the large railroad companies have suffered severely from excessive floods;
while la other parts of the coutnry the
heavy snowfall has interrupted traffic, and excessive low temperatures
checked outside work and caused a
,general slackening down of industry.
Several imoprtant Industrial concerns
have also made poor reports recently.
It i3 worthy of note also that several
of the great agricultural implement
corporations have been embarrassed
by the difficulty of financing the mass
of agricultural notes which these concerns customarily accept in payment
from farmers. Farmers' notes ' are
usually considered good security, hut
the large orders recently placed for
new machinery imposed an exceptional strain on the Implement makers,
which was ehown by a recent loan of
412,000,000 to a single Important concern to aid In financing these notes.
As for general business, quietness
prevails, especially In the eastern cities, where the volume of business is
elow that of a year ago. The clearing house returns for the second
weels of February were 8 percent less
than the same time in 1913. Nevertheless, there is a brighter side to the

HENRY CLEWS.
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SCALP TROUBLE FOB
OYER TEN YEARS

Those sharp darting pains that characterize sciatic rheumatism should treated In
the blood. And by UBtng S. S. S. you not
only get relief but a cure.
8. S. 8. has the peculiar action of
through- the Intestines directly into the
blood. In five minutes Its Influence is at
work In every artery, vein, and tiny capillary. Every membrane, every organ of the
body, every eniunctoiy becomes In effect a
filter ta strain the blood of Impurities.
The stlmulnting properties of 8. S. S. compel the skin, liver, bowels, kidneys and
bladder to alt work to the one end of
casting out every Irritating, every
atom of poison ; it dislodges by
In the joints,
Irrigation all accumulations
renders them peutral and scatters those
peculiar formations in the nerve centers
that cause- such mystifying and often
baffling rheumatic pnlns.
And. best of all, this remarkable remedy
is welcome to the weakest stomach.
If
until your
yon have drugged yourseif
stomach is nearly paralyzed, you will be
astonished to find that S. S. R. gives no
sensation but goes right to work.
This
is because it is a pure vegetable Infusion,
Is taken naturally into your blood lust as
pure air is inhaled naturally Into your
lungs.
You can get 8. S. S. at any drug store.
S. S. S. is a standard remedy, recognized
everywhere as the greatest blood antidote
ever discovered.
If yours Is a peculiar
case and vou desire sperfal Information,
soak-tri-

write to The Swift Specific Co.,
Wdg., Atlanta, Oa.
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568 Harrison St., Elyria,' Ohio.
"My
ease was a scalp trouble. I first noticed
buhchee
on
small
my scalp which com-- .
menccd to Itch and I would
scratch them and in time
they got larger, forming a
scale or scab with a little pus;
and chunks of hair would
come out when I would
scratch thorn off. It caused
me to lose most of my hauv
It became thin and dry and
lifeless. I was troubled forover ten years with it until it got so bad I
was ashamed to go to a barber to got my

hair cut.
"I tried everything I could get hold of.'
.
, but received no cure
and
until I commenced using Cuticura Soap and
Ointment when the scale commenced to
dlsaptear. The way I used tha Cuticura
Boap and Ointment was to wash my scalp
twice a day with warm water and Cuticura
Soap and rub on the Cuticura Ointment.
I received benefit in a couple of weeks and
was cured in two months." (Signed) F. J.
Busher, Jan. 28, 1913.
Why not have a clear skin, soft white
hands, a clean scalp and good hairf It is
jour birthright. Cuticura Soap with an occasional use of Cuticura Ointment will bring
about these coveted conditions in most cases
when aU elsa fails. Sold throughout tha
world. Liberal sample of eiu?h mailed free,
with 32-Skin Book. Address
!'Cut!ctira, Dept. T, Boston."
WMeo who shave and shampoo with
Soap will and i t best tor skla and smlo.
.

p.

post-car- d

Cu-Uc-

Colds Cause Headache and Grip
LAXATIVE BROMO QUININE tablets remove cause. There is only One
"BROMO QUININE." It has signature
of E-- W. GROVE on box. 25c.

SEEKS $100,000 HEART BALM
Port Clinton,, O., Mar. 4. The most
notable breach of promise suit in the
history of this section of Ohio came
up for trial here today in the Ottawa
county court. The. suit was started
ioujr years ago by Miss Christina
Pauls, who seekB $11)0,000 damages
from John Magee for failure to carry
out an alleged promise to marry her.
The defendant is an. aged banker of
Elmore and one of the wealthiest
men in the county. Miss Pauls was
employed for many lyears as a servant in the Magee household.

TIRED,
NO

situation in the United States, an.l
the more distant outlook is distinctly
encouraging. In commercial circles
sentiment Is generally optimistic, particularly west of the Alleghenies. The
winter wheat crop is in exceptionally
promising condition, and the heavy
snowfall and rains all over the conn-trpromise to leave the soil in good
condition for spring sowing. So, too,
the heavy floods on the Pacific coast
will result later on in better crops.
The textile trades are in general
satisfactory condition, the demand being fair and prices showing a1 firmer
tendency, especially in woolens. One
c: the largest western dry ooils jobbing houses is exceedingly enthusiastic and reports business as "very active, conditions sound and the outlook favoring a laru spring trade
throughout the agricultural and
aising
districts." In the steel trade
conditions are growing more encouraging, orders for structural work having materially increased this month,
and prices being better maintained.
Since the year began there has been
a steady improvement in Xhe building
outlook, a significant change being
the increase la wders for building
new Industrial plants and extensions.
Railroad purchases, of course, continue limited owing to restrictions upon the financial abilities of the companies, which cannot piace orders with
any freedom until the outcome of the
rate question Is more definitely ascertained.
The local money market lias been
slightly firmer, the period of excessively cheap money having apparently ended for the time being; but high
rates need not be expected" until the
autumn demands foegm. An unfavorable bank statement rfould cause no
surprise this week, inasmuch as the
banks have lost by treasury operations
and by the shipping 'of $2,000,000 gold
to Parts. An encouragmg feature is
the restraint which has been put upon
new flotations in this market. The
February total promises to run considerably below last year's total; and
the output since January 1 1s already
more than $200,000,000 below January and February of 1913. When it is
remembered that a considerable portion of the new Issues was for
notes
of taking or short-terit will be seen that the actual call for
new capital .has been moderate, and
that the financial situation has been
greatly improved by turning what was
really a floating debt into fixed obligations. Fully $50,000,000 of short-ternotes become due in March, including $30,000,000 of New York Central. As arrangements-havalready
been completed for taking care of
these maturities, they are not likely
to have any material
effect upon
money or security markets. The
promptness with which desirable new
issues have been, absorbed shows a
satisfactory Investment situation.
Although, the decline at this writing
does not appear to have run its full
course, there is nothing' in the situation to cause uneasiness. Oa the contrary, the outlook is encouraging financially, and industrial conditions are
sound.
Political conditions are becoming less threatening, and spring
is approaching, when sentiment is
usually of a more hopeful character.
Most of the depressing influences are
of a temporary nature, and have been
largely discounted !by the decline of
the last three weeks, Washington is
still a cause of hesitancy; hut the
Mexican situation remains the most
serious factor in this market, and the
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SWEATY, CALLOUSED FEET
OR CORNS
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it
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cattle-r-

e

Small Bunches on Scalp. Itched
Hair Came Out
s Formed Scale.
Cuticura Soap and Cuticura Ointment Cured in Two Months.

European financial situation also requires watching. Should we be obliged to Intervene in Mexico, the effect
uvon the security markets could only
be temporary and probably not very
severe; although a long and costly
struggle Is possible. It is to be hoped,
however, that the Mexican crisis will
bo solved without any resort to force;
and earnest efforts are being made In
that direction. Sane public opinion
will approve the policy of
as long as possible.

A

NELL

G WYNNE'S

OLD

HOUSE

Famous Residence In Pall Mall, London, Is Being Torn Down Prince
Rerjent Lived There.
London. House breakers
are at
work on the last remains of a house
In Pall Mall place which once was
the residence of Nell Gwynne, and
was the home of the Prince Regent
just a century ago while his magnificent palace, Carlton house, was being
built on the other side of the way.
The original frontage In Pall Mall
was rebuilt mafny years ago and Is
now again being pulled down, but the
gallery, the entrance of which Is a
court, is one of the original reception
rooms of the house.
For many years past the building
has been used for a picture gallery.
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THE WATER CASE
I i

DEMURREHS ABE

Y

SUSTAINED

L3

JUDGE ABBOTT FINDS NO STATUTE ON WHICH TO HOLD
ALLEGED BRIBERS

Santa Fe, Marchc 4. Judge Abbott
has announced to attorneys In the
district court that he would sustain
the demurrers filed in the cases of
the State vs. Nathan Salmon and the
State vs. George W. Armijo, who were
indicted on the charge of "attempted
bribery" in connection with the city
water franchise. ' The judge declared
that he failed to find usiy statute
which would cover such a charge as
specified in the indictment.
The announcement was made at 4
o'clock yesterday afternoon as the
judge was calling the docket. He stated today that he had not given'a formal opinion in the matter but that he
would likely write a brief opinion to-
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When buying an article of food you zrc
entitled to know exactly what you are buying
its quality and ingredients.
If this information is refused don't bay it.
Some of the low grade baking powders ara
advertised, but the ingredients of the powders
are scrupulously concealed.

day.

?

-

A pure, healthful, Cream of
Tartar Baking Powder

'

if

V

The Armijo and Salmon cases were
A housekeeper would not use a baking powknown as the "water cases" and
I
I
when the Indictments were drawn
,i- I'
der containing alum if she knew
months
senwas
there
a
sveral
ago
'
sation, followed by another one a few
days later when an indictment was
brought against Frank Owen, also
charging "attempted Bribery" in connection with the city water franabsochise. It was the expressed opinion
of attorneys today that although no
Nell Gwynne's House.
demurrer was filed In the Owen case,
The Nell Gwynne room, with Its mag- that case would
also likely be
nificent ceiling, remained perfectly dropped in view of the. action taken
preserved until the house breakers by Judge Abbott in the Salmon and
took possession.
cases.
merce commission in. Washington, States and Canada. The convention.
The house in Pall Mall chiefly asso- Armijo
where the final argument will be held sessions will begin tomorrow after- - j
ciated with King Charles' favorite is
Bill for Relief
in about two months. One month has noon and continue over Friday. Many
No. 79, since rebuilt and now occupied
Senator Catron has Introduced in been given the railroads to prepare noted speakers are scheduled to ad-- 1
by an Insurance company. It was here
that the diarist Evelyn "saw and the United States senate a bill for the and file a reply. The state corporar dress the
I
gathering.
heard a very familiar discourse be- relief of the First National bank of tion commission will
to Washinggo
tween the king and Mrs. Nellie," as
i
Albuquerque. The measure came up ton to attend the hearing.
The Forty Year Test
they called an impudent comedian, on
must
21 and was referred to
An
article
have
exceptional
February
she looking out of her garden on a
merit to survive for a period of forty
Seeks Larceny Case Rehearing
terrace at the top of the wall and the the committee on claims. It authorChamberlain's Cough Remedy.
Assistant Attorney General Ira L. years.
king "standing on the green beneath izes the secretary of the treasury to
vas first offered to the public in ISrz.;
to
it"
the First National the sum of Grimshaw is today at work preparing From a small beginning it has grown
pay
While he was waiting for the com- ?12,5Glj being the amount advanced a motion for a
rehearing of the case in favor and popularity until it hn
pletion of Carlton house the Prince to Adrian C. Anson, contractor, for of the State of New Mexico vs. Lil- attained a world wide reputation. You
will find nothing better for a cough 01
Regent lived in Nell Gwynne's old the purchase of material and
supplies lian Klisner, who was charged with cold.
house In Pall Mall place and he used
Try it and you will undorsi j.i.
to watch the extravagant magnificence used In the construction of the federal the larceny of some calves in one of why it is a favorite after a period o
' more than forty years. It not onl'1
of his splendid place rising over the building at Albuquerque. A further the southern counties.
gives relief it cures. For sale toy a'
way. It was puMid down in 1827' and sum of $2,150 is to be paid the First
I
dealers. Adv.
the eight Ioiic 'lolumns facing Pall National, advanced to Anson and forPlain Truth That's Worth Money
Mall were us ' y,-- the facade of the feited
by him to the government for
Using Foley's Honey and Tar for a
ST. PAUL HAS A BIRTHDAY
present Natio.t gallery and are alleged failure on his part to furnish cough or cold may save you both sickfamiliar objects 0 that frontage.
'St, Paul, Minn., Mar. 4 Flags wen
ness
F.
and
F.
Monahan,
money.
bonds in the awarding of the contract
Wis., says: "1 am exposed displayed on public Buildings in St'
for a federal building at Santa Bar to all kinds of weather
4
and I find Fo- Paul today in token of the city's k,t
IS RELIC uF THE "ICE AGE"
bara, California.
ley's Honey and Tar Compound al .vays tieth
St. lv
birthday anniversary.
fixes ma up in good shape when 1
'
National Museum Curator Reports on
I was incorporated as' a city Mar-catch cold or have a bad cough.
or
Burros
Scarcity
Petrified Remains Found In
recommend it gladly." Refuse all sub- 1834, though it had existed S3 a
"Here it Is at last!" exclaimed the stitutes. O. G. Schaefer and. Red tlement and
West Virclnla.
military post for mar.
officials of the traveling auditor's of Cross Drug Store. Aav.
to
that date.
years
prior
Marlinton, W. Va, A report has fice as the Otero county tax returns
been made by J, W. Gidley, assistant for last year were brought in last
BROTHERHOOD
CONVENTION
curator of the National museum,
The Mothers' Favorite
Philadelphia, Pa., Mar. 4. Manv
night The tax roll shows the totals
A
mediciuo for cl;i! '.
Washington, on the petrified remains assessment $8,149,646,
delegates and visitors are arriving in shouldcough
an
with
which,
be
harmless.
It should t.
found In blasting the big limestone
for the international con- pleasant to take. It should he effeetua:
cliff at the boundary of the town of exemption of $160,108 and then divid- Philadelphia
vention of the Brotherhood of An- Chamberlain's Cousrb. Remedy is aU c
Renick, this county, by the Renlck ed by three, leaves the net value at
drew and Philip, an organization of this and is the mother's favorite
He says:
Stone company.
"The $2,063,179.
where. For sale Ty ait dealers. A i"epeciments are remains of a
Of striking Interest to the travel- Presbyterian laymen of the United
animal known as phatygonuB. This ing auditor was the discovery that the
animal is related to the peccary now tax roll shows about $CO,000 more
living in Central and South Africa, than the state hoard of
equalization
but was much larger than the present
as proof
species. They were very abundant in estimated, which is regarded
the eastern and central United States of activity on the part of the Otero
during the pleistocene or 'ice age.' "
county assessor. ,
A skull found among the fossils was
A study of the tax roll discloses the
in an especially fine state of preserva- fact that the
people of Otero county
tion and looks not unlike the skull of
on music and the doa horse, though much smaller, with were "strong"
while they have
mestic
hut
arts,
immense tusks. Mr. Gidley says the
skull is of especial interest as it prob- plenty of watches there is a dearth
an undescribed ot jewelry.
ably represents
&5 vafj
Some of the figures are as follows:
species and because It supplements
another recent discovery Of somewhat
Musical Instruments, $6,475.
similar character near Cumberland,
Watches, $1,525.
Md. Arrangements were made with
Jewelry, $345.
the stone company to protect the deSewing machines, $2,338.
posit until an experienced collector
A striking feature of the tax roll is
Cau be detailed to visit the place
Mr. Gidley expects to visit Renlck the presence of "money" on the roll.
soon to make a thoroogh investiga- The sum of $25,469 is turned in under
tion.
the money column.
There Is a scarcity of burros in
TO HELP GERMAN BARMAIDS Otero county, hut 123 being on the
1 ,n
tax roll. These are valued at $736.
"Dogs In Berlin Treated Better Than There are 5,343 horses, valued at
Ws Are," One Writes, Telling
$171,300, and 310 mules, valued at
Her Experience-Berli,

,

it

It is well when buying to examine

the label on the can. Unless it shows the
ingredient cream of tartar, don't buy it.
Dr. Price's baking powder is
lutely free from alum.

f

flood-bysore feet, burning feet;
swollen feet, sweaty feet, smellmig
feet, tired feet.
Good-by- e
corns, callouses, bunions
and raw spots. No more shoe tightness, no more limping with pain or
drawing up your face in agony. "TIZ"
is magical, acts right off. "TIZ" draws
out all the. poisonous exudations
which puff up the feet the only remedy that does. Use "TIZ" and wear
smaller shoes. Ah! how comfortable
your feet will feel. "TIZ" is a delight. "TIZ" is harmless.
Get a 25 cent box of "TIZ" now at
any druggist or department store.
Don't suffer. Have good feet, glad
feet, feet that never swell, never
hurt, never get tired. A year's foot
comfort guaranteed or money refunde

ed.

Adv.

Men-omoni- e,

f
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LUMBER
Buffalo,

DEALERS IN
N. Y., Mar. 4

BUFFALO

Five hundred prominent representatives of the
lumber trade throughout the country
assembled In this city today to take
part in the annual convention of the
National Wholesale Lumber Dealers'
Exchange. The convention will continue in session several days.
RESULTS TELL
There Can Be No Doubt About the
Results In East Las Vegas
Results tell the tale.
All doubt is removed.
The testimony of an East Las Vegas
'
citizen.
Can be easily Investigated.
What better proof can he had
Mrs. Anna Pearce, 509 Eighth St.,
East Las Vegas, N. M, says: "I was
troubled for about a year with weakness of the kidneys. This ailment
was removed hy one box ot Doan's
Kidney Pills. I have never used more
than a few doses of them, whenever
I have needed a kidney medicine.
They have always relieved me quickly.
Last fall I made a trip to Missouri
and while I was there, I had an attack of kidney trouble. I Immediately
got a supply of Doan's Kidney Pills
and two boxes took away the pain In
my hack and made my kidneys normal."
For sale hy all dealers. Price B0
Co., Buffalo,
cents. Foster-MilburNew York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other. Adv.
a

TO SEE ECLIPSE OF THE MOON
Washington, Mar. 4. The astron-

omers at the naval observatory are
d
preparing to turn their telescope
one week from tonight to take
observations of the partial eclipse of
the moon which is scheduled for that
date. If the weather conditions are
favorable the eclipse will be visible
throughout nearly the whole of the
United States and Canada, from tha
Atlantic to the Pacific.
sky-war-

r

-

pig-lik- e

,

$18,675.

Appalling conditions oi
abuse, want, misery and immorality
have been uncovered among Berlin's
"barmaids." The editor of a local
paper is conducting a crusade to help
them. The lot of those In the cheaper beer saloons is the hardest. Wages
are small, hours long, and the bar
maid is largely dependent upon tips,
which in turn depend upon her come
liness and her lack of resentment at
the coarse jokes and indignities which
she must suffer from customers.
If the barmaid complains of treatment of the guests, she is discharged
on the ground that she drives away
trade. It is but a step from the position of barmaid to the "easiest way"
and in many lnrtancet the proprietors of the cheaper beer saloons are
practically white slavers.
One barmaid, writing of her experience, insisted that "dogs are better treated la Berlia tbaa- we are."

M

Bank May

n

Frank Johnson of San Martial,
came to the city today to see Traveling Auditor Howell' Ernest about the
reopening of the bank at Estancia.
Mr. Earnest will go to Estancia this
evening to look into the matter.
Automobiles In State
The records of the office of State
Secretary Luccro1 show that up to today 1,818 automobiles have been registered in the office. This Is considered
a very- large number for this time of
the year, for in the entire year of
1913 there were hut 1,833 registered
This year's record shows that the
Fords and Buicks are the raost nu
1,816

-

Final Argument In May
Name
4,000
Judge Cowan has completed fc'a
Time.
Signs
St. Louis. Edward B. Fryer, re work on the brief of the state cormust poration commission
ceiver for the Wabash talh-oad- ,
regarding New
sign his name in full 4,000 times to Mexico freight rates and the brief hns
receivers' certificate.
cwa- the

been filed with

interstate

1

t

These percolators produce coffee that at once appeals to all lovers of good coffee because they extract
only the delicate aroma and delightful flavor of the bean.
Coffee thus made is harmless, because it contains a
minimum of cafiein or other ingredients that make ordinary coffee harmful to many people.

Delicious Coffee in Nine Minutes
When attached to any convenient electric light
socket these percolators are ready for instant service.
They are safe, clean, convenient and reliable.
The presence of an electric percolator on sny
table adds that touch of "something tliRVrent" nJ
i
wis.! Havilaml c!
seme:)'!! ;
teepi
1
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served

"by people iu the neighborhood
of tii a school. It ia planned to repeat
the demonstration in many parts of
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CELEiiliATION

'

BIRTHDAY OF

PRESIDENT GIVES APPROVAL
Washington, March 4. Chairman
CO.
Covington and other members of the
house subcommittee charged with redrafting the interstate trade commisEditor. sion bill, conferred today with President Wilson, who approved a new ten- NEW YORK WILL INAUGURATE
SERIES OF FETES TO LAST
tative draft.

Published by
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING
(IncorpoVied.)

ALL
iTHE CALL IS ISSUED

Denver, March 4. The call for the
Entered at the poatoffice at East conference of western governors, to
for trans- be held in Denver April 7, was Issued
&m Vegas, New , Me-"- o,
mission through the tjnited S'ates today by Governor IS. M. Amnions as
mml'i as second class matter.
The
secretary of the (Organization.
call is in the form of a letter to each
governor.
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Dally, by Carrier
V

8fr Copy
mm Week
Cue Month
Jn Year

M5

.15
.65
7.50

.

UOOBE RESIGNS AS
STATE COUNSELLOR

....$6.00
3.00
7.50
3.75
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Manufacturing Is Growing
That New York is growing in importance as a manufacturing city
more rapidly than at any time in the
past is the conclusion reached by investigators who have been conducting
an industrial survey of the 'city on
behalf of viflxiua comm'erclal' organi-ssationhere. The striking advance
made during the past few months is
attributed in" part,' at least," to the
working of the new tariff law: The
explanation given is that with1 the increase In the gale of foreign products
In this country many American mu"
ufacturers, who formerly .restricted
their operations. to
domestic markets are now seeking to enter the foreign field and are"' moving "'their
plants to seaboaf d' poliifs' ih order to
save part of the 'transportation cost
of reaching foreign markets.
This
conclusion is borne out by the fact
that the Influx of those engaged in
light manufacturing has been especially marked in suca portions of the
city as the great Bush terminal section and other parts of - Brooklyn
where facilities exist for the direct
transfer of goodg to steamers reaching every part of the world. Predictions are made by expert Authorities
that many lines of heavy manufacture
will be led similarly to seek a seaboard location and plans are now under way for building tup a new steel
manufacturing center on the shores
of New York harbor,- either in Staten
Island or New Jersey.
"U. O. E. B." Hoids Banquet
Three hundred reformed drunkards,
many of whom now Shold responsible
places in their several communities,
held a dinner recently in, the head
quarters of one of New York's religious organizations.- - Before the coffee
was served most of them told in detail just how many fathoms deep they
had sunk and how they had been res
cued. Beside every plate was a
small, flat flask filled with a liquid
that looked like whiskey. Each flask
contained "a good drink" of "about
three fingers" of what one
described as the "red badge of cour
age" because of the bow of red rib
bon which adorned it. A printed la
bel was pasted on the bottle which
read:
"Souvenir of the firs banquet of the
176 of
United Order of
the number have lived a total of 7,470
years, 3,238 years of which have been
spent in drunkenness. Have spent in
Es
drink approximately $1,291,500.
timated unearnSl wages because of
1
inability throu I drink $645,750. Total loss to thrt , immunity and nation
of nearly $2,(,000."s
The flasks d not contain whiskey
but an iuiitaU. ju of it concocted of
burnt sugar and water. After the
banquet a meeting was held and a
The organizaconstitution adopted.
tion will ,be a permanent one, the ob
ject of which will be to aid others in
breaking friendship with John Barley
:.
:,.''
.:
corn;
Small Boys Weep
Many of .Jvlcw lofk s small boy po
pulation wept whew- they read that
105 rifles were throw a into the ocean
with-th.rvusiiyimont of 1.024 re vot
ers and My "jimmies" taken
thq property room at police head;!":
tots. Seventy of the rifles consigned
to the deep were air rttles which had
beea taken from Juvenile nimrods who
had been caught eharyshooting In the
Thirty-fou- r
Pronx' and Queens
of
the rifles and shotguns tossed over
board were taken from the homes of
aliens and murder suspects. ' One: of
the best rifles in1 the' collection was
'
fouDd on Hie roof '"of a "'I Broadway
theater. It had beea .used
, some-.- ,
one who evidently was increasing-hi- s

YEAR

New York, March 4. Plans are
rapidly taking form here for a gigantic celebration of what practically
amounts to the three hundredth anniversary of the establishment of the
nation's commerce. This year marks
the expiration of three centuries since
the establishment of regularly chartered commerce in 1614 from what is
now the city of New York. That this
also marks the birth of American
commerce as well as that of the city
is shown by the fact that when the
first charter for trading with the
United Netherlands was granted to
New Netherlands 'New York now
in 1011, there were only two permanent settlements upon the Atlantic
coast. They were the Spanish settlement at St. Augustine, Florida, and
the English settlement at Jamestown,
St. Augustine did not deVirginia.
velop a commerce and Jamestown
was having a desperate struggle for
mere existence. Meantime, the Dutch
realizing the value of the resources
in the Hudson valley, began trading.
It is thbeginninff'ot that commerce
which has radiated from New York
that the tercentenary primarily will
commemorate. The celebration will
extend over a period of about six
months, beginning on March 27, and
wiU include a series of religious.i historical and educational exercises, art,
scientific and commercial exhibits,
street parades and other festivities.
The first date will be the anniversary
of the granting of the first general
charter, and the last that of the first,
special charters by the state general
of the United Netherlands for trad
ing to New Netherlands. The commission which has charge of the arrangements consists of the mayors of
all the cities of the state,
the presidents of all the incorporated
villages of the Hudson valley,
and persons appointed by the
mayor of New York .This commission is similar to that of the Iludson-Fultocommission but (he movement
itself had1 a very different origin. Instead of being purely historic in its
conception and execution, with everything of a commercial nature excluded from the program the coining celebration has been initiated by representatives of leading merchants, manufacturers and commercial exchanges
and contemplates, in connection with
the historical commemoration the cul
tivation
Qf. commercial relations
throughout the country.

te

Washington, March- - 4. John' Bas- Moore, counsellor of the- - state
Poe Year
. 1.00 department, who ranks ae acting secfKx Months
retary, has resigned and his resignation has been accepted by President
(Cash In Advance for Mall
Wilson. For the presetit Mr.'-- ' Moore
Subscriptions)
will continue bis work at the CarneIRemlt by check, draft or money
Institute and ' later will resume
wriler. If sent otherwise we will not gie
Ms connection with Columbia univerIs responsible for loss.
sity. No announcement, as to his
Specimen copies free on application.
probable successor was made today.
Mr. Moore's impending resignation
LL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT has been rumored for several weeks,
EXPIRATION OF TIME
and each time had met with unqualiPAID FOR
Various reports have
fied denials.
had it that there was a lack of harAdvertisers are guaranteed the mony in his yiews and'those of higher officials, but they never were supEargest daily and weokly circulation
by anything official. Mr. Moore
tt any newspaper in northern New ported
an authority on International law.
is
Mexico.
It was explained in official quarters
that Mr. Mooro was quitting the state
TELEPHONES
department in accordance with an
ffiuslness Office
....Main 2 understanding he had with President
Mew Department
.Main 9 Wilson when he took the office ol
counsellor last May. In order to obtain Mr. Moore's services an agreeWEDNESDAY, MARCH 4, 1914.
ment was made whereby the counsel
lor was to act as secretary in the absence of the head of the state departONE DAY'S WORK
ment; in other words was to be reTt took Just one working day of cognized as second only to Mr. Bryan
Mr.
On these conditions
i'ifot hours to transform a Tennessee himself.
a tiral schoolhouse that was in very, bad Moore undertook to give bis services
condition Into a building of which any to the state department for the first
community would be proud. What was year of its administration to assist In
ar ;ompIishe4 In this instance by com- - carrying out the new policies in conthe
could be carried templation and in reorganizing
itty
' r
effectively by any county superln-ypr.Jen- t, forces so far as might be incident to
teacher or school improve-- r the change of administration.
It was declared by officials that the
'"nt association.
This "nfnne and practical demon- Mexican question had no connection
That
stration In public school improvement with Mr. Moore's retirement.
was engineered by Professor D. Riley he had his own views as to the man- Haworth, of the East Tennessee State Ber of handling the situation and that
"Wonder Men of the Sea"
were not at all points in
JNormal school. Professor Haworth they
i
first secured the cooperation of the accord with. the administration poW Two very rare specimens of the
were exhibitied re
county board of education of McMia icies has been a common report, but stowaway family
to
the
inspectors
immigration
cently
was
out
nevertheless
it
pointed
today
county, la which the demonstration
comwas carried out He also secured the that Mr. Moore had lent loyal sup- of the port of New York by the
ocean
the
one
of
mander
of
large
of the public school teach- port to the president and Secretary
days late
ers of the county and of the patrons Bryan In the execution of their plans liners, which arrived several wfnd
and
with
battle
a
of
as
a
result
f the Neil school, the plan being to at all times.
lasted nearly half way
wave
that
state
was
Understood
a
in
It
that
show what any neighborhood can do
across the Atlantic. He called the
Sn one day by united action in the ment later today 'President Wilson
both of them are young,
occasion'
would
to
take
Emphasize that stowawaj's,improvement of school buildings and
men of the sea"
wonder
the
"little
Mr. Moore leaves the State departs
grounds.
?f the story they told had proved
and"
'
that the
"A band of teachers, school patrons, ment without friction and
true that is what they would have
and normal school students, marched most amicable relations Will continue been
beyond all doubt According to.
out to the Nell school early in the to exist.
the report made to the inspectors the
morning to begin operations. An of"little wonder men" made their ap-ficial photographer, was taken along;
day; out. The skill' Mby sHooting
DECLINES ,pearanoe oh.
ho' made photographs of the school
vessel aHmgiag' through big seas in the signs along the Great White
grounds, the building, and interior at
teeth, of winds VaV;' 'At the
and laboring-fn"t'rate WiOsiirnaf
S a, in. before work began and again
STATE liiS SALARY that were blowing with almost hurri-- . meiitJtW present
at 4 p. m. when the day's work was
cane velocity. Suddenly a mighty
iejiqUier Ioa'd,o, "jcapqna W0in
completed. The "before" and "after"
i
'' "
sea, bigger than any i.. that preceded a ew"; months,
V iuce .January
,253,
j.,
"NOV
RE
HE
DECLARES
HE
DOES
as
If
miracle
a
made
look
it
pictures
it, broke over the bow of the ship. reyolYersij..lS shotguns,.', 65 sblackjaeks
Mi
CEIVE $ioo,oooAS
Iiad taken place- ne;!u.u--!
The avalanche jot watep tore one of and ?83 cHrk-- and" knives;' have been
MANAGER
The building at 8 a. m.''ai':in as
the lifeboats fieom. 'its davit and dropped collected. Thredr hundred 'and forty-twcondition ai'it could be
disreputable
it crashing to the dock,., ; When
arrests' nave been made ' during;
and still "be used for school purposes.
'
Houghton, Mich, March 4. James the water swept back into the ocean raia's- on
.ncarriers." ' "'"'',
The workers were armed with shovels, MoNaughton. today declined on advice there was the boat battered and
hoes, axes,, carpenters'
tools, paint, of counsel to state before. the congres-siona-l wrocked and; alongside sat two sheep- '
T&keiIIEftBIN,.fori indigestion, . It
Mtewash and soap. They .nailed on
committee.. the amount of his ish ' looking'' young, men. "Who are rejioyeia.
the pain fn a few minutes and
Calunew boards where they were' needed. salary as general manager of tihe
youf inquired a big sailor. "Couple .fprces.Jthe fermented matter which
painted the building, built a chimney met .and llecla .Mining companyThe of poor shipwrecked. sailors"; replied oaus8, the oniscry rato the bowels
cleaned up the rubbish, scrubbed the quests put by; O. N..iHUtpn,, on ex One of the yowng men. When .they mere., 15, ,1s expelled. Price boc, Bold
Wvio.-Mj,. .:..MVT','!
entire interior, amination, precipitated, a .heated dis were taken before the commander nyC,entral
floor, renovatffd
onstructed a bookcase for the teach- cussion
which., MeNaughton and were asked to account for their
er, tinted the wails a pearly gray col rose to his feet, and shaking his finger presence one of them said,. "My mate ' New York; March i'.Pair weather
or, and hung pictures. The old desks at Hilton,, exclaimed; ...
and I were sailors on a nailing ship and thousands of snow ehovelers comwere removed and new desks, sup"It is not $100,000; ..otherwise it's bound for New Orleans, I don't recall bined today to
bring almost norma
plied by the school district, were plac- none of your affair and I won't tell her name. We ran into a gale and conditions of the
transportation and
ed in the building.
our ship was wrecked. My mate and wire' communication between New
you."
The outlay aggregated, in cash ?3.1.
There was an outburst of applause I jumped overboard and after swim- York and the rest of the country.
It Included 12 gallons of paint, 5 gal- from the audience, including the wit- ming around for several hours we Railroads whose telegraph service
lons of linseed oil, 4 palni 'brushes,
ness' wife and daughter.
managed to grasp an empty barrel. was stopped report all wires are belushel of whitewash, $2 worth or Hilton lhad explained that his rear We hung on to this and were still ing restored rapidly and regular
weather boarding and lathinjT, 2 son in asking the question was be hanging when a big wave caught us trains are being remused.
cause it had been reported that
pounds of nails, 4 window shades,
and swept us on board this, ship." Thq
for sa&n curtains. 4 pictures, a
;
salary was $100,000 a year commander, admitted that it was a
COOK IS CONVICTED
to rt-- t f
ll-inand if it was true that, be was getting wonderful tale, but he was not sure
De3 Moines, la., March 4. Murdei
f
(if. me- -c n r i When such a sum while men wer "working it was the truth. An investigation dis- in the first degree was the verdict of
C rt i
;
t I
for him in the mine for as little as 20 closed the fact that all the food and a district court jury hnr today in the
a week" he thought it ought to water which is always stored in the case of Edward Cook, charged wi
Till 0 cent
t
"
(
i r
0(1. be shown. Congressman Cusey asked lifeboats was gone, from the one that killing his friend, Charles priscoll.
j
f
i f
t ("
jQ tiero
in the witness if he had any objections had been wrecked. The evidence was January 15. when the hitter dlscov
f
v 1 1l c F f '
u
mi i nt to telHot; the committee what hts sal conclusive and the stowaways broke ed him Jn company with Mrs. Prise
f r
uU 1 f on
o
down and admitted that they had been The
ttv ary was.
Jury fixed Cook's punishment
"Privafi-lybo," replied M. .an ;h in the J'i'eboat ever since the big ship life Imprisonment. Sentence will
'
had left port
A
! n
ff
ton.
j pronounced March 12.
GROWER
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SENT. TO MOOSE

s

COMMERCE

15. Id. PADGETT

Dally, by Mall
fSne year (in advance)..!
Z'.x Months (In advance)
EJne Year (In arrears)
Eix Months (In arrears)

OF

WEDNESDAY,

CODFEE
(Continued From Page One.)
John L,. Tooker may be given a large
share of the,vpraise.
The report to the Moose committee
is as follows:
East Las Vegas, N. M., Mar-d- i 3.
.

Mr. C. A. A. McGee,
San Diego, Cal.

Pursuant to the request

Dear Sir:

made by your committee on your re-

cent visit to Las Vegas we herewith
submit the following facts relative to
the Montezuma hotel property as an
available site for the location of the
proposed sanatorium of the foyal
Order of Moose.
The Montezuma hotel is located
about five miles northeast from the
city of Las Vegas, at an altitude of
6,800 feet.
The average normal temperature,
monthly, at Las Vegas is as follows:
32.9
January
33.7
February
39.7
March
;

April
May

-

June July
August
September

-

..

49.9
57.9
66.2
69.3
67.6

I

....j..... n

.

Z.lJJss-iW.-

OCtouer

--

--

i49;6

47.7
November .
33.7
December
The normal mean temperature at
x
Las Vegas Is 50.2.
The normal monthly precipitation,
taken from statistics for many years,
":
is as follows:
.51
Inches
-- January
1.03 inches
February .
.68 inches
March . .... .
.88 inches
April .
2.32 inches
May inches
June
4.42 inches
July .
3.28 inches
August
2.31 inches
September
L19 inches
October
.80 inches
November
.63 inches
December The normal annual precipitation is
19.35 inches.
The
days in this locality
will average 320 per' year.
The price of coal, in carload lots,
delivered, is as follows, towlt:
Slack, $2.40 per ton.
Pea coal, $3.00 per ton.
Nut coal, $4.00 per ton.
The price of wood delivered is $3
to $3.50 per cord.
The price of lumber, good commercial, delivered is $17' per thousand.
The price of lime is 30 cents per
bushel of 80 pounds.
The price of brick, local f. a b cars,
'
$8 per thousand.
No.' 2 face brick, $12.00 per thou
sand.
No, l face brick, $18 per thousand
The quantity of laacl Included in
thei Montezuma hotel, property
a1tut 00 acresj, 80 acres of which is
Irrigated land with permanent water
riglit. The acreage of irrigated land
can be increased to between 500 and
600 acres by purchasing irrigated land
pwned by Individuals, lying contingu- ous to the aforesaid 80 acre tract, at
prices ranging from, $50 to $125 per
acre, with water rights.
Should your : organization signify an
intention of locating your sanatorium
this place we will immediately pre
peed to procure options;
..t) p. la.p,d
above mentioned and are. fully satisfied that the prices will not be any
higher'' than abovel quoted. ' '
The s6il In this locality ranks
among the richest in the world. As
compared with the sQil of more humid
regions it contains three times as
much potash, six times as much magnesia and fourteen ' times as much
lime,
it contains more of all the
plant food except humus and its
humus is richer lnnitrpgen and is
thus superior 'to humus of the east
Volcanic ash containing phosphoric
acid, silicates and Other mineral salts
occur in large proportions. The analysis of the soil will be forwarded to
' ' ' :
s
jou
shortly.
'
The annual mean relative humidity
is 40 per cent The absolute humidity is 2.3 grains.
Hot Sprinas
There are 37 hot, saline and sulphur springs, the waters of which
possess marvelous curative properties,
having been found efficacious in external skin diseases, glandular and
scrofulous delibity, nervous affections
and spinal diseases, chronic dyspepsia and similar diseases.
Dr. W. S, Haines, professor of chemistry at the Rust Medical. College of
Pennsylvania, , gives Ve ; following
as an analysis of the water:
"In its chemical composition tills
water resembles, in many respects,
the waters of the famous hot springs
of Teplitz, In Austria, while in its
two chief constituents., the carbonate
aud sulphate of sodium, it may recall
'

sun-shine-

I

p--t

;n

,

the somewhat analogous, though very
much stronger, waters of Carlsbad."
For your further information we attack herewith a list of the ""Montezuma
hotel property as furnished us by the
Sanagent of the Atchison TopoVa
ta Fe Railway company at Las Vegas;
As stated to your committee when
in Las Vegas, the entire Montezuma
property can be procured toy your organization at a cost of not to exceed
$12,000, that being the amount of indebtedness against the. local Y. M. C.
A. In addition to the 12,000 above
mentioned, of course, your organization will be required" to pay for the
additional acreage of 'Irrigable land
to be obtained as hereinabove set
"
"'"'
forth.
There is a suitable site for building
a sanatorium on the hotel property
In what is called Water canyon. This
site is protected from the wind, and
water can be piped to it from the
hotel reservoir.,'
Very respectfurty submitted, '
'

Silver
We have

many odd
sets of plated silver
and

:''-,,:'-

'

-

attractive

prices,

S--

i

qualify plate at
est prices

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, March 4. Execution of

the Knives
That Will
Cut . . .
After Lent you will

need meat knives
aain and these can
be sharpened

Taupert
Jeweler

Wii
Health
and Beauty

-

qlose. ,was as, fallows.,? ;,a ai,
Wheat,. :May;
July, 88.a,

,93;

the Correct Fitting
of a GOSSARD CORSET

Folia

Health because Gossard corsets give correct abdominal
support, a natural waist and
and a lack tfine truBrto
.ua-tur-

t...

;

,

; .

.'t',1("
The model shown abvi;
, ..
two
the
are but
cf
of ,
family
tingulshed
original Gossard front-la- d

,66.
- 40 .

Pais,.. May 40 ; JulyPork, May $21.37-;July $21.45.
Lard, May $10.60; July $10.80.
'
Ribs, May $11.40; July $lLp2

'

,

KANSAS

CITY

ng

corsets

:

Both

are told by its and are
worn by the most par- -'
I;
tfctilar women. '

;

LlVeWoCK11

Kansas 'City, March 4. Hogs, ' re
ceipts 10,000. Market steady., Bulk
.408. 50; heavy $8.60f 8.87;
packers and butchers
lights $8.358.55; pigs $?;308i25.
Cattle,, receipts 3,000. Market strong
to 10 cents higher. Prime 'fed steers
$8.60(5:9,35; dressed berf steers $7.25
south
8.50; western steers
ern steers ,$6.90jSi
.ab lUSZ?
end
7.75; heifers $6.754i'9; stork-er7.-- 0;
feeders $8.258.05;
buhs 4
calves $6.5011.
Efro--- T.
Sheep receipts 7,000, Ml-eLambs $6.757.50; )j".Hn,.s ;t.:2
6.75; wethers $5,25 "i.7';
17,1
$7t-8.76-

irfaaW'

,y

rt.;-

Beauty follows, because the
foundation of Beauty Is perfect health. Our observations
.convince us that the women..,
."
CorsetSj (..,
33 ,wq" wear,. Gossard
health.
enjoy good
,fj t!,;rifJ. t,

Corn;aiayf 674;;- July
'

low-

Ask to See

.

.

.,

This is an opportunity to secure first

D. L.

moderate buying orders today caused
prices to advance so quickly as to indicate scarcity of stocks. Shorts who
attempted to cover were compelled
to raise their bids sharply. Although
the pace slackened after the most
pressing requirements of the shorts
had been filled, quotations held up
w
well to the high level.
United States Steel and the stock3
of Independent steel companies were
prominent in the trading. Sentiment
toward these shares was influenced
by the great showing made by Bethlehem steel in its annual report. For
the first time in several days this
market wis freed from foreign pressure. Prices for American in London
were little changed, and European
selling here was suspended. Bonds
were irregular.
Professional traders sold a little
stock, but failed to uncover weak
spots. Central Leather gained
Buyers were intimidated by liquidation in the sugar stocks, which were
sold because of the new tarff schedules. Beet Sugar lost an early rise of
a point and as much more, and American Sugar scored a similar decline.:;
The market closed strong. Fresh
buying appeared on fractional declines
and the list became more active, higher and broader. Favorable steel trade
reviews caused a large absorption of
the stocks of Steel and related Indus
tries.
',
!.'
The last sales were as,, follows: ,
Amalgamated Copper, .?. ,.,;,)., . 74
Sugar ...
.,.,...,.,..1034
Atchison .
hnf fiA.
,
Reading
,..1.166,.,
; . . ... ,
Southern Pacific ...
159
Union Pacific
United States Steel
65'i
.iiu1
unjjea states sieei, .piq.. .
'.' .!""";. . ;, v.
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRABE,
Chicago, March, 4. Weak cables
and auspicious weather combined today In depriving wheat of support. It
was not until the market had under
gone a material decline vbat any rest
ing orders to Ibuy were encountered.,
Rumors of export sales at; Kansas
City had but little effect, . The open
to
ing was
lower, and there
was a subsequent additional sag. The
to
cent net
close was firm at
decline.
Corn eased off with wheat, and on
selling credited to the leading, bull iateresit Estimates' pointed ,. to a , huge
export surplus on the Danube. Prices
started a gijiade to
off .and' made
a slight decline,. The close was steady
at the same asast night to Va1.
cent off. , i.'Tw..'
In oats .the governing Influence was
the depression of other cereals. Trade
reached a fair volume.
Buying on the part of'-- snorts and
packera gave firmness to provislopB.
Although sales at the outset varied
from 2 lower, to;;5,;adv'incetbe,,mar.
ket .Jater; hardened all around. . The

.service

the patterns we will
make

Chairman.
Rufus Mead,. Edwin B. Shaw,
Batchelor, Committee.

fable

that is first in quality but to clean up

'

LAS VEGAS YOUNG MEN'S CUM
TIAN ASSOCIATION,
'
By CLARENCE IDEN,

O

Table
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Regardless of the price you
pay for any Gossard Corset,
you are assured of complete
wearing satisfaction. Added
to tMs you may nave health,
and beauty.
Various models to
from,

at

$2.00,

$3.50

choose
and

.

,

t

'..B0.

For Sale by

Bscharach' '.Bros,

,

;

LAS VEGAS DAfLY OPTIC,
ERIE

FOBEIGN NATIONS

PERSONALS
Snymaa of Onava was a business visitor In this city today.
W. D. Bougher of St Louis was a
business visitor la this city this morning.
William T. James of San Francisco,
Calif., was a visitor in Mils city toI
;
day.
W. Wilson of the National Biscuit
company was in town today, visiting
'
the trade.
Mrs. Leo Manhelmer came in this
afternoon from Chicago and probably
will remain. for some time.
William Balfour, traffic superintendent of this division of the Santa Fe,
was a visitor In this city today.
E. G. Murphey will leave tonight!
for Fay wood Hot; Springs. ;,Mr. Mur-lheexpects to be gu.je some time.
P. A. Mead of Den sr came In last
evening. He expects to remain In
this city for the coming few days.
M. Biehl left last night for Springer
on a short (business visit. He expected
to return some time today or tomor-M. S.

y

R. Haddington of Wichita, Kas.,

ar-

"

rived iere this afternoon and will
be in the city for a few days on busi- TOSS,

Ioas, the representative of
Hill Furniture company,
of Chicago, is in town visiting the
trade.
B. R. Russell of the Las Vegas
creamery left this afternoon for Maxwell, where he will visit the business
houses.
J. Montoya of Los VIglles was a
visitor in this city yesterday afterMr. Montoya is a prominent
noon.
rancher.
E. E. Warner of Rocky Ford came
in last night from that place and will
be in this city for several days on
business.
H. Frensdorf of Dawson is in town
on a short business visit. Mr Freii3-- :
oorf Is a prominent business man of
George

the Peck and

,f-

Hawson.

f

Harry Maurice of Sapello passed
ihrough here this morning on his way
to the mesa,' where there is a sale
in progress.
Erie Choate and his mother left
this afternoon for Watrous. They have
been in the city for the past week,
visiting with relatives.
James E. Clark came in this afternoon from Chicago. He is on his way
to Santa Fe. Mr. Clark will be here
for a few days on business.
for
4 J. D.; W. Veeder left last night
"El Paso, Texas, where he has business Interests. Mr. Veeder expects
to he away for a week or two.
Mrs, Ed Kingsley has returned from
Wagon Mound where she has been
for the past few. days taking care of
Iter daughter, who has been ill.
James A. Blainey secretary, and
general manager of the Interstate Casualty and Guaranty company of Albuquerque, was a business visitor In this
iity yesterday,
James Purcell lert this afternoon
for Colorado Springs. He has been
in this city for the past few days visiting with his brother, Charles Purcell.
Mr. James Furcell is & resident of
;
Cuthrie, Okla.
State Engineer James A. French, and
.Noel Sperry of Santa Fe came in lait
Right In an automobile on their way
to Santa Fe from. Wagon Mound. They
said that they encountered a great
deal of snow and mud on the road.
The Rev Thomas Moffett, D. D..
of New York stopped off here tMtoeen
trains today and held a ehortTdnfeii-nc- e
with Rev. Norman SkftnleiFof
the Presbyterian church. Rev. Mof--f
ett la the superintendent of the Presbyterian Indian schools in New Mexico and Arizona,
,

FOREIGNERS AfcE
Washington, March 4. Foreign
combinations were charged
with maintaining the high cost of
living, by Horace Stern, a Philadelphia lawyer, who discussed the
e
bills 'toila' before the House1 judiciary committee,
lie urged that the Sherman law be
amended , to, forbid, the selling agents
of foreign trusts or monopolies to dispose of their products in the United
I
Spates. ''..
aifti-trus-

n nc-

SHIPPING EGGS

IP

REDUCTION OF TARIFF
CAUSES INqREASES OF "HEN
..'..','.',.' FRUITS IMPORTS

WastungtoV jMarctt 4. The growing
dependence of the United States upon foreign countries for a part of its
food supply lends interest to a special
statement,, regarding imports and ex ports of eggs, prepared by the bureau
of foreign and domestic commerce, de
partment of commerce. Imports of
eggs in the month of December last
amounted to 1,514,290 dozens, or more
than in .the entire fiscal year which
ended June, 1913. In the fiscal year
1903 the Imports amounted to 368,000
dozens; in 1910, 818,000; in 1913,
dozens; and in the first
three months under the new tariff
law October, November and Decemeggs
ber last during which period
were admitted free of duty, the
dozens,
aggregated 1,701,153
most of them arriving in the month
Recent consular advicof December.
es from China and European ports indicate continued large increases in
the shipments of eggs to this country.
Eggs other than those In the natur-a- l
conditions are still subject to duty,
though at reduced io.tes, and these
show Increasing Imports in the brief
period for which the monthly figures
are at hand. Frozen or preserved
eggs, the duty on which is now 2 cents
per pound, compared with 5 cents a
dozen under the former tariff, show
for the last three months of 1913 a
total importation of about 1 million
pounds, valued at approximately $115,
000. Eggs yolks, now dutiable at 10
per cent ad valorem Instead of 25 per
cent, as under the old law, aggre
gated about 200,000 pounds, and dried
eggs, 8,534
pounds for the three
months ended with December. n In
each case the imports were consider
ably larger than thoso for the corres
ponding period of 1913.
The countries contributing the egss
Imported Into the United States are
few In number. Our Imported eggs
are chiefly the pr6duct of China, Si
beria, Russia, and southern Europe,
those arriving from England and Ger
many having been for the most part
shipped into those countries for re
sale to foreign markets. Of eggs Im
ported In the natural state, England
is4 the chief nominal source, next in
order' being China (Including Hong
kong) and Canada. Frozen eggs are
chiefly from England, with smaller
quantities from Hongkong.
yolks come almost exclusively1 from
Germany, which imports large quanti
ties of eggs fr'oin the producing 'ten
ters of Europe and Asia and
them in this ' form to the United
States and other parts of the world.
Most of the Imported eggs enter
through' the ports of New York, Phlla;
delphia, Boston, San Francisco, Baltimore, Milwaukee, fs&attle, Takoma
find Portland, Ore. Hawaii also Te- zen 'or preserved eggs from Hongkong;
an j important ' distnoutlng point for
Chinese products.
Exports of, eggs during the year
ended with December, 1913, amounted
to 17
million dozens, compared
wMr pracii&itty 19 million In 1912,
5
milirinri 1910, and 1 million
in 1903, a decade ago. While exports
of eggs are "still much greater than
Imports, the 'closing months of the
year showed a distinctly '''downward
tendency in exports and an upward
trend in imports ortMf commodity.
3

8

1

WILL SPEAK
Washington, March 4. The house
today" adopted a 'resolution for a joint
seBSionwlth 'tlie seriate at 12:30 p. m.
'tomorrow; to hear President' Wilson's
message on the repeal of the Panama
tolls exemption.1'- - The committee on
interstate commerce 'will ' meet this
week and report 'a' resolution",repel-in'
'
tlie exemption olaiibe.
WILSON

".

g

'
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No other baking

powder will raise
nicer, lighter biscuits, cakes and
pastry, none is more
4

6
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Garden City, L, I., March 4. J. C.
Stuart, vice president and general
manager of the Erie railroad, died at
the Garden City hotel this afternoon.
He had been ill for some time. Mr.
Stuart was 53 years old and one of
the best known railroad men in the
country. He was cliairman of the
committee of railroad managers in
the long negotiations with the engineers and firemen concerning their
demands for increased wages.
Mr. Stuart was a born railroad man.
He took up his life work while hardly
more than a boy. In 1888 he. was
made chief train dispatcher of the
western division of the' Chicago and
Northwestern, a position that he
held until June, 1890. Then he was
made assistant superintendent of the
Galena division in June, 1892,
In September, 1911 he was promoted
to be general superintendent of trans
portation of the B. and O. system. It
was while in the service of the latter
road that Mr. Stuart became closely
associated with F. D. Underwood, who
subsequently left for the Erie

pure and wholesome

:

Then Why Hay More?

LUES

JOHN W. HARRIS, Pres

"

While Not Rich fr
Capital, When Compared to Some
Other Countries, Will Finance
, Large Share of Work.

Austria-Hungar-

s

Vienna. On
official Of the

the
Austrc-Hungari-

VEGAS,

IF TONGUE IS
LOOK, MOTHER!
COATED GIVE "CALIFORIA
SYRUP OF FIGS"
Mother! Your child ism naturally
cross and peevish. See if tongue Is
coated; this Is a sure sign its little
stomach, liver and bowels need a
cleansing at once.
When liBtless, pale, feverish, full of
cold, breath bad, throat sore, doesn't

bank,

'

Paris fight fans are all worked up
over the
championship battle between Jack Johnson and Frank
Moran.

Johnny Dundee got the surprise of
his life when he was snaded by Young
Kansas in their recent bout in Buffalo.

Guarantees to boxers are a thing of
the past in New Haven. The promoters of a recent boxing show in
that city split the fancy sum of six
dollars among them after the guarantees were paid.
Because Jim Corbett picked Gunboat
Smith as the best white heavyweight,
Manager Jim Buckley is holding the
Gunner back until Corbett picks some
other heavy. Buckley declares Corbett is an 18K jinx when it comes to
selecting winners.

n
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1
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Albert F. Potter,
charge of grazing permits in .the forestry service,
testified that' under proper supervision the public lands in Arizona alone
would yield a revenue of $400,000 a
year from tSie grazing fees for cattle
and eheop. He supported the Kent
r
bill, providing for a system . of
leftse of the public domain'.

m.-cti-

ut

ten-yea-

(

In Old Vienna.'

;

obtain railroad connection with the
European network, both with Vienna
and with Paris. Several of these projected lines "will kIt Austrian and
Hungarian export ' readier and more
.Varied access to"th
Aegean, the
Adriatic, the Black and the Indian

Si
lilt

For some tlase thej
government has been on the
track of '' unscrupulous emigration
agenia who have facilitated the egre
of persons who for some reason or
other., were not" legally entitled to
leave the country; auch as young men
about to. serve in the areoy. Lately,
many hundreds of arrests, were made.
The evidence shows that, there has
been all along a whole flourishing in
dustry, the chief centres being fn
Vienna, Trieste, Flume, Tmberg, Prague, Cracow,- Budapest, Grosswardeia
and 'some smaller1' places. Government '"detectives ; ferreted ont'thf
facts, and they
certainly", astounding enough. Thejwhol&sale manufacture 'of forged documents of all kinds,
enabling the "holders" to pass, the
scrutiny of the government agents at
the frontiers and in the harbor towns,
seems to have been carried on by
notaries, lawyers, and In not a few
cases by municipal or provincial officials.
Ifl
So far the worst cases that came to
the sufrace were ascertained
in
Vienna and Gross wardaln.
;

TliuS"

SUR
AND SUSANNE
MADELINE
VIVE UNIQUE OPERATION
PERFORMED IN FRANCE

Paris. March 4. The .dellcateopera- tioa, of .separating , the ,, "Siamese
Twins,". Madeline and Susanne, who
were born united, was performed suc
cessfully .today. No such operation
has taken place in France since Dr.
Doyen in 19.02 separated the two Hin
du children, Radica and Roodica, who
died of tuberculosis after the opera
tion. The twins operated on today
were born November
28, 1913. At
birth they weighed ten pounds. Both
children appeared perfectly healthy
and were extremely lively.
Madeline and Susanne were joined
together in the region of the stomach.
Tha juncture was of the most su per
examniation
ietal kind, and y
.howed there was no organ of inipor- anco in the uniting membrane. To
la y's operation was considered Justi"ied by French surgeons in view of
he traffic death of former pairs.
Eng. one of the original Siamese
wins, saw his brother Chang die by
lis side and himself died of horro--- i
a delirium a. few hours aftpr" arils
Ullle and Christine and V. ' i a it1
Judith died in a similar manner.
'.
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Sole Agents

It is said that George Simmons, the
Rochester second baseman who led
the International league in batting last
Foley Cathartic tablets are entirely a party of his old friends today on the
season, has jumped to the Baltimore
effective, thoroughly cleansing and al- occasion of his twenty-eightbirthFederals.
ways pleasant in action. They contain day anniversary. Langford is a prohome
written'
blue flag, are a remedy for constipaManager McGraw has
duct of Nova Scotia, where be was
to the effect that the world trip has tion and sluggish liver, and a tonic to
born
March 4, 1S86. The "Tar Baby,"
are
which
the
bowels,
by
improved
made a star ball player put of Jim
their use. Try them. They do not as he is familiarly known, is one of
athlete
Indian
celebrated
Thorpe, the
fail to give relief and satisfaction. O. the veterans of the
ring, notwithstandnow with the Giants.
G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug
is comparatively young in
that
he
ing
Adv.
to
think
Store.
Johnny Evers is be&lcning
years. He began fighting at the age
that his $20,00 bonus to sign with the
of 16 and consequently he has a ring1
Boston Braves may turn out to have NEW YORK STATE LEAGUE MEET
career
of a dozen years to his credit.
been nothing more than a dream.
TJtica, N. Y., Mar. 4 President Far- - During this period he has engaged in
Jack Barry, shortstop of the Phila rell and the club owners of the New more
than 300 battles. He made hia
delphia champions, started training York State Leauge, who are here to- early
reputation as a welterweight
some, time ago by indulging in daily day to agree upon a schedule and
and in recent years has faced pracpractice in the baseball gymnasium complete otlir
for ta tically all of the
middleweight and
at Holy Cross college.
opening of the season, express them- heavyweight fighters of reputation on
What's this! The Springfield Three selves as optimistic over the prospect."
both, eidea of the Atlantic and in th
I league baseball club scheduled to for a successful year fn that organiza
Antipodes.
Langford expects to enplay exhibition games with the St. tion. The circuit will remain the gage in a
boxing match in
or
for
Louis Federals. Mora trouble
feme as last Ftason.
New York next week with Jack Black
ganized baseball.
burn, who is about to resume activity
Toledo capitalists, headed by Roger
'
aftor an absence of several years
SIGNS
SUGGS
LIFE
FOR
Bresnahan of the Chicago Cubs, are !
from the ring. Some ten years ago,'"'
N.
Mar.
wed
The
;4.
Kinston,
ToC;
making an effort to purchase the
when
Blackburn was in his prime, ha
here today of Miss
ledo franchise in the American asso ding took place
and
met on five or six difLangford
of
a
member
Cox;
prominent
jSeelle
ciation.
ferent occasions, each contest resultF.
Kinston
and
Suggs,
George
family,
Clark Griffith has placed the Feder
the well known baseball player, whose ing in a draw. After the ItiackDurn
al league-- in the firecracker class.
Tame
also Is In this city. ' Suggs is contest Langford will go to Kenosha,
exMeaning that the new outfit will
widely known as a major league Wis., where he Is matched to meet.
plode to or about the Fourth of July.
.
He began his .baseball career Carl Morris at the end of the
pitcher.
The illness of "Smoky Joe" Wood
After
several
now
bouts
other
ia
pros
ten
years ago at Jacksonville, ;Fla.,
and the hold-oproclivities of Tris
and after several seasons with Mem pect he will return to Paris in J.prit
tram Speaker have put' the Red Sox
to renew Mb c "! its to h:l. r :
I ,
phis and Mobilfj was elcned by the
in, the nine hole right, at the start of
JoLnPtm i
Detroit team. From Detroit 4 went match with J.i.
the training seaaon.
to Cincinnati five years ago and re world's chaaipIciiF-iiipThe opening of the Intematipnal mained there until traded to the St.
league season has been set back al Louis Nationals at the close of last
most a week. The ltgue race start season.
I r.
'
.
iB
ed April 1 last year, but will not get
under way until April 21 this year.
FIGHTS FOR TC"GHT,
E;l 6 ...
Hank Ramsey, manager of , tie, Troy
IV
Leach
Cross
ii, 10
NesW
team ot the
Yorlii.StfltQrleague,
1p. claims to be the oldest baseball man rounds, at Now York. ,.r. , ,
Y. M. C. A.
FITCT . Z
ager in point of continuous service,
CONTEST CF THE
Hank has been piloting minor league TO WELCOME WORLD'S TOURISTS
errors
'
teams tot 19 years.
New. York,. March 4. New York ex
PitchHot
Springs
Upon arriving at
0
04
pects tOj ufrtain a big collection of T 4..- -er Kelly, ft Red Sox rookie from Spo- baseball enthuslasta at the end of
Y.
local
boat tha
M. C. A,
kane, registered1 at the Sox's hotel as this week, when the wprld's tourist
"
t f:
'Mr:' Edward Kelly, member of the will be welcomed home from their teaja 1ist olg'.t it
of the second ft' n"s ty
World's Champions of 1912."
long trip. A epeeiel train carrying Las Vegas roiiLd one rei
;
Harry Wolter claims the New York several hundred Chicago fans is due awe. 303, one
Mfiw r
Yankees nut the bee on, him when o reach town tomorrw o ml other
. crd
1
ji 1 c
n
The
Qiey sold him to
large deleeationa are reporicd' about
former New York .gardener; says Los to stait from 1 1, '.ulelrhu, Ktsl-tart ull oi cr I' ' J iy r.' !it '
4ngeles has offered him only 60 pr Intsbuifeh, W nJL'., ton Bid oihtr will bowl
thd Kar-i- a t s i
cent" of what 'he received in salary Lit.pR. The 1 11.1 re hotil ha5! boa.
OilJ ! ' O.
:
last (season.
selected as headquarter for the demr i i s d
i ' ,L
' The Crandall brothers,
Otis and onstration of welcome, and the touron
s,
being
played
vmII bo
Carl, will' probably work for rivul ing G .aula 8,1'i "V.i.iio
won and lost. Two pew-arclubs in the same uity this season. taken there after t ... ir arrival on the games
to
be seen in tl, Lf x c
The Indianapolis Federals claim Otis, Lusitania on Friday. On that day
and the other p )' .t"
porary
while Carl has signed with the In- there will be meetings of the officials
art tafeea Smith's jlajf f
team.
association
American
and club owners of the National and
dianapolis
l
I 'a rn
i American leagues and it is likely the L'nfeue
-.
1" )
:'::v
gathering will be taken aa van tace of
FLYNN GETS DRAW
Lt1
t i'I
or ( '"M 1
Kansas City, Mo., March 4. Jim to ho 1 mo1
II n
.....t:.i
t '" '
C
.
ar
oi
F
,
it
i
out,.
'i
j
Flynn, of Pueblo, and Jack Dillon, of
.r
ni a fi it ifrl
Indianapolis, fought ten fast rounds yiitu'l'y a'l1 cf
.....VA
1
t
I 1
here last night to a draw. Dillon thf (ul
1'i
a;
cf i
knocked Flynn down twice in 0:e
I. t
round, once for a: count of sevea
fs tJ 1 uri rt
and again for a count of nine. While
'
t 1 t i t
Mynn was the aggressor he landed gi
f
v 1
few telling Wows. Flynn finished
Irons, closing Dillon's eye in the
" !
' T
I
UgUUi. round with a right swing.
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THE BOXERS.
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stockmen with , Senator Ashurst

SEPAOATE
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Gross, Kelly & Co.

'
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TO INCREASE GRAZING
Washington, March 4. Legislation
to increase the grazing privileges of
settlers in thev west was advocated
before the house committee on public
lands today by a large delegation of

SUiEOI

Ac-

THE OLD RELIABLE
BAIN;! WAGON

WITH THE BOXERS

a

eat, eleep or act naturally, has
diarrhoea, remember, a gentle liver and bowel cleansing should
always be the first treatment given.
Nothing equals "California Syrup of
Figs" for children's Ills; give a
and in a few. hours all the
foul waste, sour bile and fcnnentlns
food which is clogged in the bowels
passes out of the system, and you
have a well and playful child again.
All children love this harmless, delicious "fruit laxative," and it nevar
fai's to effect a good "inside" cleansing. Directions for babies, children
are plainly
of all ages and grown-up- s
oh the bottle.
Keep it handy in your home. A
little given today saveB a sick child
tomorrow, but get the genuine. Ask
bottle of
your druggist for a
"California Syrup of Figs," then look
and see that it is made by the "California Fig Syrup Company." Counterfeits are being sold here. Don't
be fooled. Adv.

'
Final Argument in Mayi
,his
has
Oowaa:
completed
Judge
work on the brief of the state corporation commission 'regarding New
Mexico freight rates and the brief lias
be'M1 fifed "wittf the interstate com-

M.

Invites your account either Commercial or Savings. We pay 4
per cent oa Saving
Accounts
counts, on CIiecLinj
2 per cent

part of a high
an

Liberal to its customers yet conservative ia its raanajjeraect ilie

y

lli COSTIVE, BILIOUS

,

SIG NAHM, Vice Pros

PEOPLES .BANK.;. .TRUST CO.
EAST LAS
N.

.

the great state institution In this
country, I received some details about
the building of a number of new railroads and the improvement of existing ofaes in. the Balkan countries, espeis incially so fa as Autsria-Hungarvolved. Although the dual monarchy
Is not rich in capital, when compared
to some other countries, she will yet
undertake a considerable share of the
work. This will last for five years
and more, and the money to be invested will altogether amount to not
less than $600,000,000.
This money, will be taken up in the
shape of loans, and the loans will be
floated in Paris, Vienna, --Berlin and
London. All the Balkan countries, including Bulgaria and Albania, will obtain such loans. Railroad construction
will necessarily not begin until after
the various loans have been obtained.
Albania's new roads the first that
country will have will connect with
those of Greece and Servia, one line
being from Monastlr to Durazzo, another from Valona to Janina. If the
line is really
projected Danube-Adribuilt by Austrian capital which is
doubtful, because it wouldn't pay for
years to come there' would be direct
railroad connection between Vienna
and Albania. The completion of the
Trans-Balkaline, a Bulgarian work,
and which is to go as far as Dedea-gatc- h
on the Aegean, and to connect
with the Roumanian lines will give
Bulgaria a perfect railroad system.
above all, requires much
Greece,
capital for railroads, notably in her
new territory. The Servian road enterprises will all be capitalized by
France. Greece will for the first time
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Arizona.

GEO. II. HUNKER, Vice Pres
CECILIO ROSEN W All), Secretary
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For Rent

elegant Rogers'
Spoon
-i- f you use

ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets In
O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
first and third Mondays of each
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
Ladies always welcome. O. L. Flers-man- ,
President; A. D. Tillman, Financier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
WELL DRILL For sale cheap, used 908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
but little, easy terms, call at the Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street,
office of Edward
Johnson, Pio- East Las Vegas, N. M.
neer Building, E. Las Vegas.
L. O. O. MOOSE Meets second anc
WHITE Wyandotte day old chicks.
fourth
Thursday evening eacb
Mrs, M. E. Johnson, Humboldt, Kas. month at W. O. W. hall. Visiting
Telephone Main 330. Mrs. J. S. Dil- brothers cordially Invited. Howard T
lon,, Agent, East Las Vegas.
Davis, Dictator; p. A. Urn Secretary.
I. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 641
FOR SALE One Rio automobllev 1912
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tues
car, good condition, will demonof the month In the vestry roonu
day
Auto

FOR RENT Room. Mrs. Van Petten
806 Seventh street.
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ing something
you 'd do uny
way when you
leam how Much
Better EMPRESS

FLOUR realb is.
Made by GERMAN PROCESS

ONE COUPON FROM
Temple Monteflore at S o'clock l
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
Visiting brothers are cordially in
vlted. Isaac Appel, president; Cbarlet
STAMPS
FIVE
FOR SALE Hatching eggs, White
THE
BRINGS
YOU
t
Secretary.
Leghorns and Indian Runner ducks. Greenclay,
SPOON
IT 'S
First prize pens at county fair. Per
CCNUINE WM.
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
setting of 14, SI. Koogler Brothers.
ROGERS &
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
AA
SONS'
FOR SALE 75 pure bred White Leg- Love at Woodmen ot the World hall
STANDARD
on
ol
the
second
and
fourth
Mondays
horn and R. I. Red hens one year
SILVER
25 half-breand younger;
hens each month at 8 p. m. C. II. Stewart
PLATE
W
eame age. First house north of M. Sonsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z.
PFA1ITIFUL
Local
Vlsittni
Montague,
M. Sundt on North Eighth street.
Deputy.
f FRENCH
members are especially welcoae ana
1REY (STER
FOR SALE One team draft mares, cordially Invited.
LING) FINISH
2,800 lbs. Also good saddle pony,
extra gentle. H. R. Parker. Mesa. KNIGHT8 OF COLUMBUS, COUN
EMPRESS
CIL NO. 804 Meets second and
can be o- BABY CHICKS, Rhode Island Reds curth Thursday In O. R. C. hall,
and Barred Rocks. Safe delivery Pioneer building. Visiting members
tamed in urn uiy uuui
guaranteed. Mrs. Geo. Tudor, Os- are cordially Invited.. Richard Devlne, g
G. K.; Frank Angel; P. S.
age City, Kansas.
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ALL GROCERS

Rose Comb Reds and
C. Brown Leghorn eggs 50c, 75c,
and f 1.25 per setting of 13; R. C.
d
I. strong
cockerels.
W. Wesner.

FOR SALE

n

ase YOU and

May-hatche-

R.
R.

2,000

C.

1,000

White Leghorn
eggs for hatching, SI and $1.50 per
15. T. C. Llpsett, 1026 Fifth street.
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AGDA P.DBA C0F.IPANY

'
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ANT Adi

State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
Lucas County,
sa.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he
is senior partner of tne firm of F. J.
Cheney & Co., doing business In the
City of Toledo, county and State aforesaid, and that said firm will pay the
sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS
for each and every case of Catarrh
that cannot be cured by the use of

V

HALL'S CATARRH

CURE.
FRANK J. CHENE.Y.

Sworn to before me and subscribed
in my presence, this 6th day of Decern-l.r- ,

(Seal)

MS VEGAS

t

A. W. GLEASON,
Notary Public.

Hail's Catarrh Cure is taken Inter
nally and acts directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Send for testimonials, free.
F. ,T. CHENEY & CO., Toledo. O.
Sold by all druggists,' 75o.
Take Hall's Family Pills for
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Coiffure

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 4, 1914.

ORDINANCE NO. 365
An ordinance relating to public

BENEDICT'S THOUGHT

"

sancer, the abatement thereof and
mutters properly connected
therewith.
J3B IT ORDAINED BY TUB CITY
COUNCIL of the City of Las Vegas,

other

Ov

State

V

-

of New Mexico:

Section I. Every person who shall
construct, have, keep or maintain any
stable, barn, house, out house, structure, corral or enclosure of any kind,
within the City of Las Vegas, shall,
at all times, keep, have and maintain
the same in a healthy, cleanly
sanatony and proper condition, so
that the same shall not emit, or send
forth therefrom unwholesome,
unhealthy or offensive
smells or odors, and so that the same
shall not, in any manner,, be or
improperly unsightly or offenWlfey There's a fool born ' every sive, or annoying to the public, or to
minute.
any of the inhabitants of this City
Hubby Yes, and they get together residing near such structure or premin June and one of them pays the
'
ises.
r :
minister five dollars.
Section 2. Any person, who shall
violate the provisions of the foregoing
EXPLAINED
section shall, upon conviction thereof,
be deemed guilty of keeping and main
taining a public nuisance and may be
fined in any sum not less than Five
Dollars, nor more than One Hundred
Dollars, or may be imprisoned for
any period, which to the Court may
seem just, not exceeding Twenty-fivdays; and la addition thereto may be
required and compelled to remove
and abate; such nulsanca
Section 3. The Court trying any
such, chargo may, in its. discretion,
ascertain the cost and expense necessary to remove and abate such nuisance and in such cause render judgement against such delinquent, if found
guilty, for the sum necessary to re
move or abate prh nuirance ami mny
require the City Marshal to abate the
same at the expense of such delinand appropriate the proceeds of
quent
"He has many warm friends."
"Yes, married men, whose wives such judgment to the payment of
such expense.
make it hot for them."
,
Section 4. Each day during which
said nuisance may be kept or mainPERFECTLY PROPER
tained shall be deemed and taken as
a separate and distinct offense and
violation of the "provisions of this

e,

'

V..

r.

v

"II
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COIFFURE which deserves more
A than
a passing notice even by ex-

perts in matters of hair dressing, is
pictured here. It is, in fact, the
achievement of a specialist and its
beautiful lines and apparent simplicity
proclaim It as such.

'

women
find themselves
Many
crowned with a fairly heavy growth
of hair which will not for some reason grow long. A coiffure like the
uwdel shown here exactly fits such a
case.
Only a portion of the hair is waved
for this style; that is, the hair which
framed the face,, and it is not waved
excepting as it is near the face. The
hair on the crown is combed smoothly over it.
To accomplish this effect, which is
that of a coronet about the face with
a mass of smooth long puffs at the
hack, the hair is combed in a small
pompadour before it is waved. At
any rate this is the procedure which
the amateur will find to be the easiest
way. Professional hair dressers have

When the front hair has been arranged the ends (if they are long
enough) are rolled into puffs and pinned into place across the back of the
head as shown in the picture. But if
the hair is too short there is nothing
to do but provide extra puffs that may
be pinned on. The puffs in this coiffure which I illustrate are noticeably
long.
Some

people object to the use of
false hair in any case, but a little of

it is very often necessary to make a

successful
No one seems
to discover any harm in a false tooth
if one is needed, or in a glass eye,
which is far more evidently artificial
than hair. So long as it is not overdone the woman with too scant locks
will show her good sense by helping
out her coiffure with extra pieces such
as puffs or a switch.
When the hair is combed in a small
pompadour, as it is In this picture,
it may be arranged so as to have a
light fringe over the forehead, or a
short part. The face is softened by
the knack of "marceling" the hair into waves or ringlets made of the short
waves that will arrange themselves "stray locks" which grow about the
forehead.
evenly, before the pompadour is
JULIA BOTTOVLEY.

USEFULNESS OF
BEADED TUNIC
IS VERY GREAT
so
THERE is nothing that inexpensive
gives such

a effect of splendor, as the beaded
itunic. A combination of gold or
threads with beads and span-Jglc- s
or of silk embroidery with
them, make up the patterns, which
iare applied to net or chiffon or thin
repe foundation. The beads andoth-- r
embroidery weight the garment so
'that it hangs in those slimpsy lines
sil-Iv-

nr

':,m

'

I

i

hair-dres-

Ordinance.

This Ordinance shall be in force
and effect from and after its passage
and publication, as required by law.
Enacted this 25th day of February,
A, D. 1914.
,

,Vr'--

.

Farmers and others who live at a
distance from a drug store should keep
in. the house a ibottle of BALLARD'S
SNOW LINIMENT, Jt may be needed
at any time for cuts, wounds, sores,
sprains and rheumatism. It is a powerful healing and penetrating remedy.
Price 25c, 50o and $1.00 per bottle. Sold
by Central Durg Co. Adv.
Special "Health Warning" for March
March is a trying month for the
very young and for elderly people.
Croup, bronchial colds, lagrippe and

pneumonia are to be1 feared and avoided. Foley's Honey and Tar is a great
family medicine that will quickly stop
a cough, check the progress of a coid
and relieve inflamed and congested
air passages. It is safe, pure ana always reliable. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Store. Adv.
Just Right for Backache and
Rheumatism
Foley Kidney Pills are so thoroughly effective for 'backache, rheumatism,
swollen and aching joints, kidney and
bladder ailmeuts ihut they are recommended everywhere. A. A. Jeffords,
McGrew, Nebr., says: "My druggist
recommended Foley Kidney Pills for
pains in my back, and before I finished one bottle, my old trouble entirely
disappeared."
Avoid Stuffy, Wheezy Breathing
Take Foley's Honey find Tar Compound for an inflamed and congested
condition of the air passages and bronchial tubes. A cold develops quickly
if not checked and bronchitis, lagrippe
and pneumonia are dangerous possibilities. Harsh racking coughs weaken the
system, but Foley's Honey and Tar is
safe, pure and certain in results. Contains no opiates. 0. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Store.
JONES-BOWER-

,

-

pres-tent-

Besides tunics made in this way,.,
coat a, jackets and bodice decorae
tions, ready to adjust over an
of net or chiffon, are shown in
Their pretty accessories
(the shops.
lijiake the way of the dressmaker
JrtUher easy.
A bcadfcd tunic, especially If the
ground of net be black, does not coulee its usefulness to one gown.
in black and in colors look
mull veiled with the embroidered net

BSttle

under-ibodic-

Art Glass Call Bell.
In a house where a call bell is used
on the table nothing could be more acceptable than one of the beautiful art
glass bells that are made in wonderful
colors and shapes.
The tinkle of these bells is truly
beautiful, not harsh and jarring, as is
that, of many metal bells. And the
colors of the bells, soft and subdued,
with a shade of dull gold in it, make
them harmonize with almost every
sort of china.

Central
Years Practical Experience.

23

E. A, .TONES

MRS.

A
Gerald I took a drink last night
that went to my head.
Geraidina Rather a lonesome trip.
Looki.

f
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ATTORNEYS
George A.

HUNKER
A.

Hmi.

Attorneys-at-La-

"Yes," said the retired Insurance
Now Vpt
agent, "I once got a man to take out Lns Veirss.
a $50,000 life policy only the day beDR. F. B. HUXMANN
fore he was killed, and It took a lot
of coaxing to do it."
Dentist
"I expect you wished your persuawork of- any dewrlulion m
Dental
sive powers bad not haen bo successmoderate prices
ful!"
Tl k, TU
II
Center
1,
Room
"Well, hardly. You see, I marrieS I
1
the widow."
East L&a Te
-

" 'i

1

One

Steam Laundry Building
Phone Vegas 128
Office Hours: 1:30 p. ra. to 3:S0 p. m.

&

ICS

9

OLLIE SHEARER

Hanker. Chester

f"

-

()

General Massage, Hair and Scalp
Treatment, Facial Massage, Mani-- .
cure, Chiropody.

HUNKER

,'

o
o

Profesional Health Culture for Ladies

i

Good

J

"

CO

N. M,

215 B.

wo-

.

Adv.

MONUMENT

3

Albuquerque,

man who would excel in cooking. For
instant use have these measures neatly typewritten, frame them and hang
them In a convenient place in the
kitchen. In the shops it is possible to
get for 10 or 15 cents a post card or
other small picture, framed and covered with a glass. Slip out the card,
have the tables printed on a piece of
paper of the proper size and slip it
Into the frame. This makes it
ble to have a real household conven- ,teftt are bo favored by fashion at

Clerk.

TAM'MB,

4-- 5

-

measures quite invaluable to the

Mayor.

CHARLES

or gleaming through the thin chiffon.
Tunics having a white ground, like
white lingerie dresses, look well over
pale colors. Light gray tunics and
light brown, especially with net
grounds, also make possible several
Mrs. Cross It costs more to get dipleasing combinations. But for veiling other colors, black is the best vorced than to get married.
choice.
Cross It'B worth more.
It looks very smart over
white, and all the pale tints and tones
down brilliant hues.- Over black it
NATURALLY
makes a striking costume, of which
an example is shown in the picture
given here.
This tunic of black net, embroidered with silk and beads and finished
with a heavy fringe, is simplicity itself so far as Its shape is concerned.
The pattern of embroidery is elaborate and rich, and the fringe of tassels graduated in length unique.
There is a small bodice with sleeves
of white chiffon almost covered by a
low baby waist of black charmeuse,
like the skirt. The net in the body
of the tunic amounts to a loose drapery falling over the sleeves and below
the waistline at the back. There is
a clever semblance of lacing up the
top of the sleeve with fine metallic
cord, and a border of rhinestone edging outlining some Of the drapery.
Few tunics are as heavily embroidered as this one, and few are finished
with fringe. Spangles are used sparTom Would, you call Miss Milyuas
ingly, a little of their glitter, set in
the gleaming of beads, is more effec- pretty ?
Dick To her face, yes.
tive than much of it.
The black charmeuse gown, with the
addition of a .draped lace bodice, is
ALL BY ITSELF
complete and wearable on many occasions without the beaded tunic.
The latter comes into use when the
same gown must serve for occasions
'
t '
if
that demand elaborate gowning.
' 4
r
JULIA BOTTOMLEY.
Table Framed.
There are tables of weights and

Approved
ROBERT J. TAUPERT,
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Koqaelord Cheese
Cornice Swiss Cheese

Light automobile
o'clock this evening.

Limbcrer Cheese
Cameisbert Cheese
Brie Cheese
Sierra Cheese
, .
Lunch Cheese
Neufchatel Cheese
Bluhiil Cream Cheese with Chile
t

Cod Fish in 1 lb. Boxes
Cod Fish in 2 lb. Boxes
Cod Fish Clear Middle
Small Mackerel
Large Mackerel

EARNS' STORE

MM
.,

'
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Only one mote Santa Fe Do Luxe
will be run west after tonight. Tho
eastbound train will be continued until some time In April.

lilGllTO R0II10
MAY BE

G:2S

CAUDATE

Postmaster
Fred O. Blood this
morning received a subpoena from the
United States grand jury,, which ia
E. N1, Kearney, Metz Speedster. Las now In 'session at Wichita, Kaa, Mr, PROMINENT WEST SIDE MAN IS
MENTIONED AS OPPONENT
Vegas Motor Car Co. Adv.
Blood is desired as a witness on the
FOR MR. DELGADO
morning of Monday, March. 9. He will
Old Taylor whiskey and Sherwood leave for Wichita
Saturday evening.
In East Las Vegas politics appafl-entlRye at the Opera Bar. Adv.
is dead, and little interest i beIn preparation for the annual inin the coming city election.
taken
Afternoon and evening gowns. $10 spection Company II will bold mpny ing
Prominent
democrats and republicans
and ud. Mrs. Davis, 414 Columbia.
regular and special drills this month, have
'
upon being asked, that
declared,
Adv.
announcement of which will be made no
had been made for the muplans
are
later. The officers
anxious that
cirTrees pruned see Thornhill, Prun the company make the best possible nicipal campaign. A rumor was
D.
Patrick
a
culated
time
that
for
ing trees and fixing gardena. Phone showing. The inspection will occur
chairman of the city democratic
on April 1. ....:
Purple 5352. Adv.
;;; ;
committee, would run for mayor, but
Mr. McElroy emphatically denied It.
Finch's Golden Weddlnlg Kye, aged
C. W. Post, of breakfast food fame,
If anybody is anxious to run for
In wood. Direct from the distillery to will pass
through here tonight on a
you, . At the Lobby, of course. Ad 7. special train of four cars running aa mayor he has failed to let it be
the city committees
a second section of the Santa Fe known, though
John C. Meade this morning filed train De Luxe., Mr. Post is running a likely will have some " announcement
with ' Deputy Cotunty ' Clerk William race from Loa Angeies to Rochester, before long.
On the West side the condition is
B. Stapp his bond and oath as a no Minn., with his life as a stake. He is
different
Margarita Romero, a memtary public..
going to the famous Mayo brothers, ber of the last constitutional conventhe world renoVned surgeons, for au
tion, is reported to be about to an.
The Eagles met last night for a operation,,.
nounce himself as a mayoralty candiexbusiness
session.
regular
They
a citizens' ticket. Promidate
pect to have a banquet sometime in
Carl H. Liebe, traveling agent for nent upon
declare that Lorenzo
republicans
near
future. .
the
the New York Central lines with
Delgado, the present mayor of the
headquarters in Denver, is in town on town of Las
Vegas, will be nominated
Saul Rosenthal is, ill with an un- business. Mr. Liebe represents
the to succeed himself.
Mr. Delgado has
welcome 'attack of lumbago and Is merchants
delivery department, of the made an excellent mayor. Under his
unabte to be t his desk in the New York linea. He Is visiting Las
Charles Ilfeld company's establish-men- t. Vegas on his regular round3. He stat- administration the Old Town has
been kept spotlessly cleap and the
ed this morning that .business, was
streets have been improved. Mr. Delbetter now, that it had been for a
a joint meeting of long time, and that it is steadily pick- gado was one of the originators and
There. vlll
boosters for the Bridge
the county commissioners and the ing UP.
He has. a host of frienitsVSsi'a'tflere is
road board this evening at tho Comno reason why he should not poll the
mercial club rooms. All members are
The board pf trustees of the town full
republican vote.
to
be present.
urged
of Las Vegas will b?ld. ,itsi. regular
Mri Romero is- extensively acquaint
monthly session ; tonight. Mayor Del-ga- ed and has a large number of personal
There will be a regular communicao said this morning that he
as doubtfriends, but it is
tion of Chapman lodge No. 2 A. F. &
a large amount of business ful whether his regarded
personal
popularity
M.
tomorrow (Thursday evening) would be transacted, as the trustees
A,
would be sufficient to Induce his
March 5 at 7:30 p. m. Members and are anxious to finish all official busifriends to scratch the republican
visitors requested to be present.
ness before the close of their terms. ticket
for him. As is well known, the
Their successors will be elected early West side is almost
lunanimotisly reE. E. Wentyorth Layton entertainin April.
A race between Mr. Ropublican.
ed a number of his friends with a semero and Mr. Delgado would be inries of stereoptlcon slides on music
According to word received here, tor teresting, as neither is a man who
last night' at the Normal. Mr. Layton day Judge H. L. Waldo, New Mexico
does things by halves. The West side
has a fine collection of slides and his solicitor for the Santa Fe railway,
folk would be sure to have plenty of
talk was interesting.
who has been ill at Colorado Springs
excitement during the campaign.
for several days,, has been removed
The funeral of Thomas Mulveny, to Kansas City and placed in the Gerwho died at the Las Vegas hospital man hospital. Judge Waldo's condiOIL CHILLERS WILL
last Sunday afternoon, was held from tion is not regarded as serious, but is
C.
the parlors of J.
Johnsen and Son such that absolute rest in a low altiWORK NORTH OF HERE
this afternoon at 2:0 o'clock. He tude Is necessary.
was buried in a local cemetery.
The board of county commissioners
The Commercial clui is correspond- held a- - short session yesterday after- TWELVE THOUSAND ACRES ARE
COVERED BY LEASES NEAR
ing with the Universal Film company, noon at, which routine business was
WAGON MOUND
which is now located in California, transacted. The commissioners orrecommending Las Vegas as the loca- dered County Engineer George MorriOil men from the Sapulpa. Okla..
tion for a western troupe. According son to make plans for the approaches
to the latest reports the company Is to the new Gallinas bridge connecting field have succeeded in securing
seriously considering establishing a Prince street and Independence ave- leases on 12,000' acres of land in the
nue. The bridge was completed some neighborhood of Wagon. Mound, Levy
studio here.
time ago. but cannot be used until and Nolan, and within a short time
the drillers' rigs will be actively at
Deputy Sheriffs C. F. Thompson and the approaches are built
work, according to information reachP H. Karpen of Denver, left last night,
Miss Lucy Simpson, a clerk in the ing here today. The finding of gas in
for that place with W. M. H. Fresno
and Walter MegCinney, who were ar- E. Rosenwald & Son store was in- Wagon Mouhd vicinity led to correrested Monday by Chief of Police Ben formed by the Albuquerque Journal spondence with the Sapulpa oil
who sent representatives to
Coles on the charge of attempting this afternoon that she had won first
to shoot a policeman when interrupt- place In District No. 2 in that paper's look over the field and secure leases,
ed by the officer while engaged In rob- prize contest. This entitles Miss if prospects for finding oil appeared
to be good. The leases are for a pebing a house on Capitol Hill, In Den- Simpson1 to a trip to Panama or $300
in cash.Miss Simpson stated that riod of three years' time and provide
ver.
she would take the $300 in order that that if oil or gas is discovered the
Mrs. Carrie F. Cutler, who had she might help her aged mother. Miss owner of the land is to get
charge of the dining room at the Simpson has many friends in Old of the proceeds from its sale. The
Hotel Romaine in the winter of 1912- - Town who are glad to hear of her sue people of Wagon Mound are greatly
pleased In anticipation of the day
13, has secured a lease on the cess.
when their city will be the center of
room
for the coming year.
dining
March 19 is the date set for the an oil producing country.
She will take charge about Monday,
March 9. Mrs. Cutler has been run hearing by the board of trustees of
the Old Town at which all property
Subscribe for The optic.
ning a boarding house on the East
owners
affected by the Bridge street
side for some tim6, and is known as a
paving program will have an opporfamous cook.
,
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
tunity to register any objections
which
As
entertain.
may
pethe
they
This week ends tne winter term at
FOR SALE Choice,
bright, baled
Tomorrow and Friday tition asking for the paving was signthe Normal.
oat straw. Carload lots or othered by nearly every, property owner
the examinations will be hld, and all
wise. Thos. L. Greer, Onava, N. M.
on the street, it is not likely that the
of the students are working hard in
will
of
be
protest
sufficient
strength
order that they may do creditable
of knowledge, to retard the paving. Two property
work, in these tria
owners are said to be opposed to the
The spring term starts Monday morn
paving.
ing, which is registration day. During
this term all work will be rounded up
Word was received! today from
and reviewed.
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We have just received a fresh stock of

.
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In plain chain or nobby (reads. Guaranteed for 3500 and
H
5000 miles

GREY AND RED TUBES
Lei us quote you prices and explain the merits of G and
tires and tubes before buying

As-sortme- nt

WE, CAN GK.OVJ
about the quality of
our furniture for the
reason that it is the
very highest as regards material, design and workmanship. We furnish
every room in the

d

These blankets are Genuine; Souvenirs of the
., 'il'
Great Southwest and nothing more appropriate
can be purchased for home use or gifts.

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY
New Mexico Largest Wholesalers

to be
Every Women Isa Proud
good baker. It is a
na-

tural instinct.

And every
woman can bake well if
she will use our flour. It
is so skillfully blended, so
perfectly milled, that even
the inexperienced have
success with it from the
start. Order a sack and
learn for yourself.

house

neatly,

thoroughly and handsomely, and guarantee
every article. We have a choice selection of
Garpets, Rugs and Mattings, and you will find1
our prices acceptable to your ideas of economy.

J.

C. JOHNSBN

SON

&

"Complete Home Furnishers"

Jefferson Reynolds, President
S. B. Davis, Vice President.
HaUct Raynolds, Cashier.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
E. D. Raynolds, Vice

President, . jf I

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF.

LAS VEGAS. N.

M.

si

PUKE QUILL

oe Las

J

LAS VEGAS MOTOR CAR CO.

-- street-paving.

Direct from the Indian Reservations-Lar- ge
fine colorings -- unique patterns-a- ll
prices.

T

ABOUT TIRE TROUBLE
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or OUR. PRIDE

Vegas Roller Mills

-

Capital, $100,000; Surplus and Undivided Profits, $25,000.

In every department of Banking we
are prepared to give the best of service

one-eight- h
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If it may be termed a scieace
include

The

a means of presenting the

proposition to the greatest number
of prospective buyers. To reach this

Science of
Selling

class in the southwest usa the

Farms
Sfg-WAN-

must
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Major Ludwig William Ilfeld of the between the Tularosa high school and
board of control of the National Guard yie Aiamogordo high school. The
armory, said today that as soon as the Tularosa team wlvinh xia onafheA ht
basketball season is concluded the Clare Koogler, who attended the Nor
armory will b cleaned and scoured mal last year and who has lived in
into the best possible condition. After LaS Vegas for llin'mntei, nart nt Tito
this is done, any person found In the life, was defeated by the Aiamogordo
building without proper authority will team by the score of 15 to 9. He not
be prosecuted. Vandals have done a only coached the team, but he played
great deal of harm at the armory, and with it, as did Omar Barker, another
Major Ilfeld says they must stop it, Normal student nf lout- soar Thp
even if he has to make a Horrible game was interpalt, & onrl full nf oir.
from start to; rinlsh. The
Example out of the first one captured. citement
.
.
t i
uign scnooi at Tularosa is a small one
and the team Waa mmmarH nf
grade boys, with the exception of
1 VAILT AND CESSPOOL
tsanter and Koogler, while the Aiamogordo II I Eh IS the TC,r,1- A TV?
school and has an enrollment of 85
Wmr Mum MsmW M
MuaentS. Koosrlor marln nil the no nta
'
!
for his team. He and Barker are
Those desiring work done
teaching at Tularosa..
will please call on or phone
Tiaat-othn-

Merest Pzld ca

Tiiaa Dapgzli

'ora Ann
For the best on the market today see us.
Miller
or plain threadTMichelin tubes
and tires and Fiske tires and everything needed for the auto. Non-Ski- n
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72 cl lb East cl Eijil:q EafaMe

The Best Bakery Goods in the
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AT OUR SHOP

FOE ITS PERFECTWESS

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine' Shop
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have secured the services of Mr. Frank Fries as our baiter.
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A. W. Patterson,
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Lai Vpjjas Transfer Co.

On April 7
will decido

the voters of New York
whether a convention
hall be held to frame a new state

constitution.
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ill be the result
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MOST HEAT. FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
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